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The purpose of this exploratory research is to study the role of entrepreneur’s per-

sonality in building of an ecological oriented brand identity and its associations. The 

research is conducted from the managerial perspective, more specifically in the con-

text of a small and medium-sized company. The aim of this study is to gain insights 

and understanding on the key concepts and contribute to the SME literature. In ad-

dition, the research examines what brand associations an ecological oriented brand 

highlights in their identity. 

 

The research was conducted as a single-case study. The primary data was collected 

through a semi-structured interview with the entrepreneur, personal observations, 

as well as collecting entrepreneur’s personality attributes. In order to achieve trian-

gulation of the data, secondary sources were used to gain more information about 

the case company. One of the sources of secondary data were two media articles 

which helped in strengthening the personality attributes discovered earlier. The per-

sonality attributes were compared to the brand identity associations discovered from 

the case company to make conclusions of the role of the entrepreneur’s personality 

in building of brand identity. 

 

The results indicated a connection between the brand identity and the entrepre-

neur’s personality in the ecological oriented case company. The results also re-

vealed some common associations that are created and strengthened with a help 

of brand identity building blocks.  
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Tämän eksploratiivisen tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on tutkia yrittäjän persoonallisuu-

den roolia ekologisesti suuntautuneen brändin identiteetin ja assosiaatioiden raken-

tamisessa. Tutkimus on tehty yrittäjän näkökulmasta, jonka kontekstina ovat pienet 

ja keskisuuret yritykset. Tämä tutkimus pyrkii laajentamaan ja saamaan ymmärrystä 

keskeisistä käsitteistä, ja samalla edistämään PK-yrityksiin liittyvää kirjallisuutta. Tä-

män lisäksi tutkimus tarkastelee mitä assosiaatioita ekologisesti suuntautunut 

brändi korostaa identiteetissään. 

 

Tutkimus suoritettiin tapaustutkimuksena. Laadullista primääridataa kerättiin teema-

haastattelemalla yrittäjää, havainnoimalla yhtä case-yrityksen messuosastoa, sekä 

keräämällä yrittäjän persoonallisuusattribuutteja. Jotta tutkimus saavuttaisi myös 

datan triangulaation, sekundääristä dataa kerättiin vahvistamaan aiempaa tutki-

musta. Yhtenä sekundäärilähteenä toimivat kaksi artikkelia, jotka auttoivat vahvis-

tamaan aiemmin esiin nostetut yrittäjän persoonallisuusattribuutit.  Persoonallisuus-

attribuutteja verrattiin case-yrityksen brändin identiteettiin, jotta yrittäjän persoonal-

lisuuden rooli brändin identiteetin rakentamisessa saataisiin selville. 

 

Tulokset osoittivat yhteyden brändin identiteetin ja yrittäjän persoonallisuuden välillä 

ekologisesti suuntautuneessa case-yrityksessä. Tulokset paljastivat myös joitakin 

yleisiä assosiaatioita joita luodaan ja vahvistetaan brändin identiteetin eri osa-aluei-

den avulla.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Brands are considered to be one of the most important intangible assets owned by 

companies (Crittenden et al, 2011, 76; Keller, 2009b). At their best, brands deliver 

information and build a feeling of familiarity and trust that allows the consumers to 

reduce risks, help and simplify their decision-making, and to achieve fulfilment in 

their lives. At the same time, strong brands provide a basis of engagement between 

the brand and the customer (Keller, 2009b; Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007, 341). In 

addition to customer value, strong brands are able to create attributes that are diffi-

cult to copy whilst providing competitive advantage (Abimbola & Kocak, 2007, 422). 

 

Brands can be seen as multidimensional, living systems whose success requires 

finding a balance between company's functional and emotional values with consum-

ers' needs for performance as well as psychological needs. (de Chernatony & 

Dall'Olmo 1998a, 437; Kapferer, 2008, 173) Ultimately, a brand is a promise (Batey, 

2008, 4) and a brand itself is a product that can be designed and thus be managed. 

It must be the brand identity that delivers value to its customers, just like products 

must deliver value to customers. (Boatwright et al, 2009, 39, Kapferer, 2008, 11) 

Certain brand dimensions and associations evidently contribute to increased market 

place recognition and economic success for the brand owners (O’Class & Frost, 

2002, 67). Branding becomes important when managers of a company need to en-

gender confidence among multiple stakeholders that their brand is indeed able to 

deliver the promised value consistently. (O’Class & Frost, 2002, 69) Branding, if 

done correctly, is a signal of quality and brings credibility for the brand (de Cher-

natony, 1999, 159). 

 

The idea to use a name or symbol to improve a product’s value has been previously 

well-established. A mere product is something that offers functional benefits to con-

sumers, where as a brand is a name, symbol, design, or a mark that is created to 

add clusters of values to a particular product or service (Myers, 2003, 39; Kapferer, 

2008, 171). Brand identity is added to the mix to make brands unique (de Cher-

natony, 1999, 158), and to differentiate the product from its competition. It is the 
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brand identity that embodies the brand promise and communicates that to stake-

holders. 

 

A brand identity is a set of associations that in turn translate as perceptions and 

expectations in the consumer’s mind. These identity associations are created, sus-

tained, and enhanced by every single experience the consumer has with the brand. 

Thus, a brand identity can be seen a cluster of meanings as well (Batey, 2008, 4-6) 

and provide motivational incentives that influence the purchasing decision by self-

conceptualizations of customer’s identity. (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007, 342) 

 

To build a strong brand identity, the corporate social responsibility and the point-of-

view on societal, environmental, and community issues are increasingly important. 

There is a greater awareness on companies and the words they use and the actions 

they take. (Keller, 2009b) Not only can greening of business help in reducing envi-

ronmental risks, it can also improve its bottom line (Joseph, 2015). 

 

This thesis has both theoretical and managerial aspirations. Theoretically, this the-

sis will discuss notions of brand identity, and most importantly the influence of an 

entrepreneur’s personality on brand associations that are used to build the identity 

of an ecological oriented brand in a SME context. This study hopes to increase the 

knowledge of the topics while contributing in the literature about SME entrepreneur’s 

personality affecting the brand identity building process and associations that are 

used in building green brand identities. Located in the green SME industry, this re-

search aims to clarify how entrepreneur’s personality affect the building process and 

what are the typical associations used in the identity building. The contribution of 

this thesis revolves around the practicalities of brand identity building. 

 

A Finnish SME manufacturing certified organic cosmetics, Mia Höytö Cosmetics, 

will be used as a case company in the examination of brand associations because 

of its characteristics later revealed in the literature review. The case will be studied 

from the managerial perspective in order to gain insight on the strategic side of brand 

identity building in a SME. While the main purpose is to understand the phenomenon 
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and discuss the effect of entrepreneur’s personality on chosen brand identity asso-

ciations, this research can act as guidance for SME brands in establishing or 

strengthening their brand differentiation and positioning in the ecological oriented 

markets. 

 

  Background of the study  

  

Branding has been discussed intensively in literature for the past few decades and 

has indeed become a buzzword. Despite the increasing interest towards building a 

brand on unique features that are difficult to copy, in other words building a distinc-

tive identity, there is still much to discover. Majority of the studies have focused on 

branding in large companies and giving examples of big brands mainly based at 

USA. This leaves a research gap why it would be important to study SMEs in Finland 

who are aiming to go abroad. Thus, this chapter presents the background of the 

study and some central literature to verify the research gap.  

 

Brand identity is a multidimensional concept that can be viewed as a combination 

of several marketing theories. Whereas some scholars focus on more studying im-

age and reputation of the brand, a school of scholars has also identified brand iden-

tity as a separate concept. The most often cited scholars on branding (Aaker, 2002; 

de Chernatony, 1992; Kapferer, 1992; Keller, 2002) lean on the notion of brand hav-

ing unique and distinctive features called associations. Uniqueness and distinctive-

ness are central when building a successful brand identity. In the current literature, 

brand identity is built by positioning goods in a unique way and so distinguishing the 

brand from its competition. The notion of distinctiveness provides both large com-

panies and SMEs with a marketing edge and gives the keys to excel against the 

competition, if done correctly. What has been missing from this discussion is further 

examining the role of entrepreneur’s personality when building the distinctive brand 

identity associations. Thus, understanding what associations are chosen and if there 

are similarities between the brand identity and the person behind the brand is im-

portant. 
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Why we need to understand the concept of brand identity is the constant pressure 

on brand management and the internal means of building a brand identity. Success-

ful brands have the ability to create new industry standards resulting in competing 

brands need to follow the lead in order to reduce the gap by using similar associa-

tions in their products. In order to be diversified from the competition, the brand must 

build a strong brand identity. (Kapferer, 2008, 173-174) A strong brand identity helps 

in creating customer loyalty, the potential to charge premium prices, and gives brand 

power to support new product launches. To build a strong brand, companies need 

to have an understanding of customer beliefs, behaviours, product attributes, and 

competitors. (Ghodeswar, 2008, 4)  

 

Branding helps in organizing knowledge about products in a way that clarifies con-

sumers’ decision making and also provides value to the company. To be able to 

understand fundamental idea behind branding is that consumers perceive differ-

ences between brands in a certain product category that are based on related at-

tributes or benefits of the product, or the differences can be related to more intangi-

ble issues, such as the image. (Keller, 2008, 10) Different sources and levels of 

knowledge are linked to a brand. Awareness, attributes, benefits, images, thoughts, 

feelings, attitudes, and experience all form what customers understand of the brand, 

thus creating brand identity. (Ghodeswar, 2008, 4)  

 

Specifically SMEs with their scarce resource can gain great advantage of distinctive 

brand identity associations. So far the discussion has suggested that both SMEs 

and large companies do branding, but the ways it is carried out in companies are 

different. What is ambiguous is how branding is done in SMEs. (Wong & Merrilees, 

2005, 157). Studies have shown that there are differences in branding in large or-

ganisations and SMEs and more research is needed to discover affordable and ef-

fective methods for brand building (Ojasalo et al, 2008, 105). 

 

A brand can act as a guarantee of authenticity and a trustworthy promise of perfor-

mance and in an ideal situation possesses unique features, where as a mere prod-

uct can be copied by a competitor. Whereas products are chosen on the basis of 

their product attributes, brands are chosen because of what they mean. A product 
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becomes a brand when it has its own identity and it can be connected with certain 

images, symbols, perceptions, and feelings. A brand can be composed of single or 

multiple products but at the heart is the soul of the brand, the distinctive identity and 

image that truly resonates with consumers and is illustrated through a physical for-

mat. (Batey, 2008, 3) Brands provide important benefits for both consumers and 

companies. Although companies create brands through their marketing pro-

grammes and other activities, ultimately a brand is something that is in the minds of 

consumers. (Keller, 2008, 10) A brand’s name and symbol are intended to both 

identify the company, as well as to distinguish the goods from those of competitors. 

(Ghodeswar, 2008, 4)  

 

When a brand faces competition in the market place, a strong brand identity and the 

reputation of the brand helps in differentiating the brand from the competition. To 

gain customer loyalty and achieve growth, a company must be able to link brand 

associations to the brand and communicate them in a way easily understood by the 

customers, in order to create a clear and consistent brand identity. (Ghodeswar, 

2008, 5) Brands can become mediators of cultural and symbolic meaning for their 

customers. (Batey, 2008, xiv). Different brand attributes and associations can serve 

as brand assets in building brand identity and influence of the brand. (Kapferer, 

2008, 14) 

  

For branding to be successful, it is important to teach consumers “who” the product 

is, i.e. what the product stands for and effectively communicate that identity 

(Ghodeswar, 2008, 5). This can be done by giving it a name and creating other 

brand associations to help identify it, as well as what functions the product has and 

why consumers should care. (Keller, 2008, 10) A great brand and brand identity are 

not built by accident but are a series of logically linked steps. In general, consumers 

tend to select brands that consumers believe offer superior or enhanced value. 

Brands aiming for large market share can result from a product that has objectively 

superior attributes. (Myers, 2003, 44) 

  

In consumer products such as cosmetics, which are a typical example of low in-

volvement purchasing decisions, are advertised and promoted frequently which 
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makes consumers more likely to have formed a more objective view of the attributes 

used in advertising. (Myers, 2003, 47) Cosmetics with organic ingredients make 

them available for assessing them as green products and the branding efforts as 

green marketing. Green marketing and branding are a rising phenomenon which is 

fuelled by increasing environmental concerns. (Rajagobal, 2007, 236-237) 

 

Moreover, the movement towards green enterprises is growing worldwide. Integrat-

ing environmentally sound principles and responsibility in to their business proposi-

tion helps them to tap into a new and existing markets. (Braun, 2010, 245) In gen-

eral, companies have three motivations to go green; to be able to improve long-term 

profitability, legitimation when it comes to norms and values, and ecological respon-

sibility that arises from worries the company has for its social obligations and values. 

(Bansal & Roth, 2000, 724-728) Companies motivated by green issues often have 

more independent and innovative take on business, rather than copying competition 

(Bansal & Roth, 2000, 728). 

 

With these theoretical ideas in mind, this thesis analyses the brand identity through 

a case analysis of a small company producing and selling organic cosmetics. The 

company is largely entrepreneur led and is therefore a good specimen of branding 

in small and medium-sized companies. Companies, such as Mia Höytö Cosmetics, 

are facing a dual problem of producing eco-friendly products that outperform con-

ventional products and also to try to generate positive perceptions about green 

branding initiatives. (Ng et al, 2014) Thus, the theoretical background and selection 

of the case company is justified with these research gaps in mind. 

  

  Research questions  

 

Based on the literature review, the research gap can be found to exist in the rela-

tionship between brand associations and building of brand identity. In addition, iden-

tity formation in SMEs is assumed to be highly dependent on entrepreneur’s per-

sonality as a mediating factor. The aim of this study is to comprehend the influence 

of entrepreneur's personality in SME context on brand identity associations. The 

research is conducted with the following main research question in mind:  
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What is the influence of entrepreneur’s personality on brand associations when 

building brand identity of an ecological oriented SME? 

 

Sub-questions to support the main questions are:  

 

SQ1: What are the building blocks of a brand identity? 

SQ2: What brand associations eco-brands highlight?  

SQ3: How a SME entrepreneur's own personality is reflected in the brand identity? 

 

  Theoretical framework  

  

Theoretical framework of the study defines the research angle the research is going 

to follow. Theoretical framework helps in guiding interpretations of clues and obser-

vations so that they are analysed only one from, explicit point of view. (Alasuutari 

2011, 79)  

 

The theoretical framework of this study is illustrated in Figure 1. The framework 

shows the focus on brand identity building and the brand associations that arise 

from the brand identity building blocks, and finally the influence of the SME entre-

preneur’s personality on brand identity as a mediating concept. As relevant theory 

was scarce combining these issues together, this research took an inductive ap-

proach to explore the topic by gathering data and reviewing relevant literature and 

academic articles. The case company and its SME context provide a framework for 

examining ecological oriented SME and more specifically the influence of the entre-

preneur’s personality on the brand identity associations. 
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Figure 1. Theoretical framework 

 

In this study, brand associations are grouped into three categories; attributes, ben-

efits, and attitudes. Brand identity consists of several aspects, for the purpose of this 

study they were defined to be the products, brand name, logo, symbols, country of 

origin, price, usage imagery, brand personality, and distribution channels. All of 

these identity building blocks are able to convey associations and create a distinc-

tive identity. The entrepreneur’s personality was assessed with a help of personality 

attributes, and more thorough psychological evaluation was left out. 

 

In SME context, brand associations used in brand identity building are dependent 

on the person behind the brand, the entrepreneur. From this perspective, the entre-

preneur’s identity is in an important factor but also a very subjective to measure. 

Therefore, it will be interesting to study the influence of personality and perhaps the 

deeper values of the entrepreneur on selected brand associations to form a brand 

identity in the context of ecological oriented SME. 

BRAND  

IDENTITY 

BRAND  

ASSOCIATIONS 

 

ENTREPRENEUR’S PERSONALITY 

MIA HÖYTÖ COSMETICS 

Ecological oriented SME 
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  Key concepts  

 

Because of the symbolic and intangible nature of brands, the current theory is a 

complicated network of concepts and terms that fundamentally refer to the same 

things, but sometimes with slightly different focus. In order to clarify the conceptual 

framework of this thesis, the key concepts are explained briefly below. 

 

Brand associations 

Brand associations are deeply-rooted perceptions of the brand in consumers’ minds 

and are used in creating brand identities. Attributes, benefits, and attitudes are 

brand associations, which further help to establish “who” the brand is, i.e. the iden-

tity. (Keller, 2008, 57; 384) Brand associations can be further categorized in to dif-

ferent components, as later discussed in the literature. 

 

Brand identity 

In this research, the concept of brand identity refers to brand identity expressing the 

tangible and intangible characteristics with a help of associations based on attrib-

utes, benefits, and attitudes. (Keller, 2008, 57) These tangible and intangible char-

acteristics can be for example the products, logo, name of the brand, communication 

style, or even brand personality (ibid. 413-414). Brand identity always stems from 

inside the company and is how the managers want the brand to be perceived, and 

not necessarily how consumers perceive it (Aaker, 2002, 68-69). 

 

Entrepreneur’s personality 

In this research, entrepreneur’s personality is defined as a set of emotional and at-

tractive qualities that makes the person interesting and unique. (Meriam-Webster, 

2015). Entrepreneurship can be viewed as individual psychological characteristics 

where different personality traits are being linked to the entrepreneur as an individ-

ual. It is common for this personality type to actively see new business opportunities 

and finds resources for action. (Heikkinen, 2007, 107) 
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SME 

Small and medium-sized companies have fewer than 250 employees with revenue 

not exceeding 50 million annually. For the purpose of this study this definition also 

includes micro organisations that in general have less than 10 employees and 2 

million annual revenue. (Tilastokeskus 2015a, 2015b) What comes to branding in 

SMEs, the common characteristics are that they suffer from scarce resources and 

are strongly entrepreneur-led, which enables them to use unique tactics (Krake, 

2005, 230) 

 

  Delimitations of the study  

  

The focus of this thesis will be on a Finnish SME that represents companies with 

ecological orientation in their brand identity. This segment is especially interesting 

for scholars who hope to identify the linkage between SME entrepreneurs and the 

brands they aspire to build. In addition, ecological oriented brands are growing in 

numbers and thus are an interesting research proposition. As much of the research 

about brand identity building has been conducted with large companies in mind, this 

study will focus on bringing valuable information about Finnish SMEs. As for the 

case company, it is thus justified that the analysis and discussion are delimited to 

Mia Höytö Cosmetics brand identity building in Finland. 

 

In order for the research to remain manageable in terms of scope, this research is 

limited only to SME environment. Thus, theory on brand identity building and brand 

associations will concentrate on most relevant topics regarding the attributes, ben-

efits, and attitudes that originate from inside the company. When discussing the 

brand identity building, the study focuses on more operational aspect, rather than 

anthropological approach which would be more relevant with studies involving con-

sumer perceptions of the identity and, i.e. the brand image, or attribute preferences. 

  

Furthermore, theories regarding advanced psychology are not discussed because 

of the focus of the research is in business. In addition, the preference or importance 
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of any specific associations is not evaluated on any level, as the focus is on man-

agement, not on consumer preferences. The main interest in this research is to find 

out what associations a Finnish SME uses to build the brand identity and if the en-

trepreneur’s personality has any similarities with the brand identity. Thus, only the 

entrepreneur’s personality is considered as a mediating factor when building brand 

identity based on brand associations. 

  

  Methodology  

  

This research focuses strongly on the brand associations used to build a brand iden-

tity in a SME context, and aims to deepen the understanding on the entrepreneur’s 

personality affecting the associations used. Thus, qualitative research method is 

most suitable to gather data of the case company. Qualitative method is best suited 

when the focus is on a single case and the researcher needs to gain broader under-

standing of a certain phenomenon in a more realistic manner (Koskinen et al, 2005, 

156) 

 

The approach of this study is inductive, which aims to understand the topic based 

on empirical findings. The research is conducted as a single-case study, since it is 

expected to give most reliable results within the given context. The data for the re-

search is gathered through primary and secondary sources, and analysed according 

to triangulation, while Mia Höytö Cosmetics will be used as a main case company. 

The theoretical part of this study is based on literature about brand identity, brand 

associations and SME branding. The literature is gathered from academic books, 

journal articles and online documents.  

  

The empirical data is collected with a semi-structured interview with the SME entre-

preneur who has been responsible of designing and building the brand identity. The 

empirical data also includes analysing of an online survey that the entrepreneur was 

asked to do in the interview situation, as well as analysing online material, such as 

the website as well as online articles. In addition, the entrepreneur was asked to 

select attributes that best describe her as a person to further verify the linkage be-
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tween the brand identity associations and entrepreneur’s personality. A short anal-

ysis of personal observations is also included in the empirical data. As noted earlier, 

the empirical part is based on a single-case study and with the interview it was pos-

sible to find brand identity building blocks that this entrepreneur in question was 

using to create brand associations.  

  

The method of semi-structured interview was selected because there were certain 

questions that need to be addressed, but the answering style was left open for clar-

ifications. The semi-structured interview had themes that evolved around concepts 

presented in the theory part of this thesis. Semi-structured interview is good in a 

way that it allows the interviewer to guide the situation without too much controlling. 

This form does not require progressing with questions in chronological order, but 

allows more freedom for the interviewer as well. (Koskinen et al, 2005, 105). Be-

cause there was only one business case that does not include any business secrets, 

the interviewee and the case company are presented with their real names. A more 

detailed description of the research design is presented in Chapter 5. 

  

  Structure of the thesis  

  

This Master's thesis consists of 7 chapters. The thesis begins with an introduction 

chapter where it is explained why studying this phenomena is important and the 

background of the thesis, as well as the research questions, theoretical framework, 

and the key concepts used in this study are presented. The introduction chapter 

also briefly explains the delimitations of the study, as well as the methodology that 

was used in analysing the data.  

  

The theoretical part of the study, the literature review, consists of 3 main chapters 

that explain how the brand identity is built from building blocks that are the basis for 

brand associations and how green brand associations are used to position the brand 

identity as an ecological brand. The brand associations are more thoroughly ex-

plained in Chapter 3 that further explains why brand associations are important. The 

last chapter that is part of the theory discusses branding in SME context. This is 

because the theory on brand identity building in general discusses the matter from 
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the perspective of large companies, and a chapter about characteristics of SME 

branding explains some of the managerial decisions and the unique nature of SME 

environment. 

  

The empirical part of the study consists of more in-depth explanation of the research 

methodology and explains how and where the data was collected in Chapter 5. The 

case company is also presented in more detail. The data analysis method and a 

short assessment of the quality and validity of the research are also discussed. The 

results of the research are presented in Chapter 6, divided into sections that present 

each data collection method. The results are then discussed in Chapter 7, keeping 

the research questions and sub-questions in mind. The final chapter also makes 

conclusions of the research while evaluating the delimitations of the study. At the 

end of this thesis, a few potential topics for future research and managerial implica-

tions are discussed briefly. 
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2 HOW TO FORM A GREEN BRAND IDENTITY 

 

Brands can help in recalling product information from memory. For example, asso-

ciations from a brand name to a brand benefit can help in understanding the prod-

uct’s positioning and further help to recognize potential usage situations. (Jan-

iszewski & Van Osselaer, 2000, 331) With an identity, a company can embed its’ 

visual identity with different meanings and associations. In other words, a brand 

identity communicates the essence of the brand to all stakeholders of the company. 

(de Chernatony & Dall’Olmo, 1998a, 425-426)  

 

Past research (for example Burmann et al, 2009) have pointed out that building a 

brand identity is first and foremost a managerial responsibility as it originates from 

inside the company (Burmann et al, 2009, 396). In identity development, managers 

need to consider what type of relationship they want to build with their customers. 

For example, if the brand identity is focused on emotional aspects, the relationship 

can be that the brand is bough as an extension of self-identity and thus act as self-

conceptualization. The strength of the relationship and basis for it need to be moni-

tored, and managers should modify the brand identity if these do not reflect the 

desired outcome. (de Chernatony & Dall’Olmo, 1998b, 1087) 

 

According to Keller (2008, 59-60; 2009, 143), forming of a brand identity is the first 

of four steps in building a strong brand. The four steps can be described as a pyra-

mid (Figure 2), where identity building is at the bottom of the pyramid and the top 

part of equity, relationship building, is the ultimate goal of branding. This thesis is 

focused on the first step of the pyramid, the identity. The pyramid serves as a justi-

fication why this study focuses on brand identity and takes the focus of identity build-

ing being the foundation of brand equity and the relationship formation.  
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Figure 2. Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller, 2008, 60)  

 

At the bottom level of brand equity management, brand identity ensures brand 

awareness with customers and builds associations with a specific product category 

or customer need, as well as associated purchase, consumption or usage situations 

(Keller, 2008, 59-61) with a help of a name, logo, and a symbol for example, so that 

the brand information can be evoked from memory when needed (Alba & Chatto-

padhyay, 1986, 363; Aaker, 1991, 61; Rosenbaum-Elliot et al, 2007, 94). 

 

The challenge for any brand is to be the one brand from a certain product category 

thought of in as many situations and occasions as possible (Aaker, 1991, 61). The 

more a brand is thought of, or the bigger number of attributes the consumers asso-

ciate it with, the better are the chances for this brand to be chosen at a purchasing 

situation (Remaud & Lockshin, 2009, 82) and the higher the brand equity (Chen, 

2001, 448; Spence & Essoussi, 2010, 1038). In fact, building brand awareness helps 

customers actually understand the product category where the brand competes and 

what products are sold under the brand name (Keller, 2008, 59-61), and without 

which consumers cannot have brand associations, perceptions of quality, and brand 

loyalty. (Spry et al, 2011, 885) Brands in certain product category may differ in their 
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awareness but yet share common associations based on product attributes and 

marketing environment (Bogart & Lehman, 1973, 19). 

 

A visual identity can help to build strong brand awareness. A visual identity should 

be easy to remember and immediately recognizable. It is the visual identity of the 

brand that triggers associations. Issues such as shape, colour and form of packag-

ing are part of the visual identity. (Wheeler, 2003, 50) In addition to visual identity, 

issues such as relating with the brand’s identity, knowing where the brand is sold, 

how much it costs, and perceptions of overall quality are also levels of brand aware-

ness. (O’Class & Frost, 2002, 78) Naturally, a lower level of awareness exists if the 

brand is fairly unknown in the market. Building a stronger awareness with a help of 

brand identity improves the likelihood of positive associations being attached to it 

(ibid, 73) and making it easier for consumers to recall the brand from memory. 

 

In summary, brand awareness with strong, positive associations forms a specific 

brand identity. (Yoo et al, 2000, 197) To get at the top of Keller’s Customer-Based 

Brand Equity pyramid, to have brand resonance, a brand must firstly be firmly es-

tablished on creating strong brand awareness, clear points-of-difference, and posi-

tive brand associations that appeal both to head and heart of consumers (Keller, 

2009a, 145). 

 

The concepts of brand identity and green brand identity will be discussed in more 

detail in the following sections. At section 2.2.4. some examples are highlighted 

what are the major differences between the two concepts. In chapter 3 the brand 

associations linked to brand identities are discussed more thoroughly. 

 

  Brand identity 

 

A brand identity always originates from inside the company. The company itself is 

responsible of creating a differentiated product with unique features and it is essen-

tially how the company seeks to identify itself on the markets. (Nandan, 2005, 265; 

First et al, 2010, 92; Pallari, 2009, 31) When products on the market are similar to 

each other, brand identity that is based on brand name, packaging of the product, 
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or advertising themes and techniques, creates the illusion of difference which is 

needed for gaining competitive advantage over the competition (Bogart & Lehman, 

1973, 17). 

 

Brand identity can be metaphorically described as DNA of the brand, the deeply 

rooted values and beliefs of the company. It is both internal and external benefits of 

the brand in a form of a clear strategy to all stakeholders and describes the brand’s 

value proposition in a form of identity (Aaker, 2002, 69; Crittenden et al, 2011, 75-

76) to deliver a certain message (Pallari, 2009, 31). A brand identity develops over 

time with mutual input from managers and special stakeholders and should be both 

flexible for changes in the market place and true to core values (Da Silveira et al, 

2011, 8). 

 

Especially when it comes to consumer goods markets, brands provide the oppor-

tunity to differentiate companies from their competitors within the same product cat-

egory and to create competitive advantage if used appropriately. (Spence & 

Essoussi, 2010, 1038; Kapferer 2008, 31; Bogart & Lehman, 1973, 17) Competitive 

advantages are often expressed in terms of a promise or a benefit (Kapferer, 2008, 

179). 

 

There are several well-established definitions of brand identity. What is common for 

all the definitions is that brand identity is a multidimensional entity that consists of 

several different associations all linked under one defining concept, the main brand. 

However, there are subtle differences in the definitions, which are summed up in 

Table 1. Section 2.1.1. discusses different definitions in more detail. 
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Table 1. Summary of different brand identity definitions 

Author Year Summary 

 
Aaker, D.A. 

 
2002 

 
Brand identity is divided into four dimen-
sions: brand as a product reflects prod-
uct-related associations, the brand as an 
organization focuses on organizational 
associations, the brand as a symbol in-
cludes the visual imagery, metaphors, 
and brand heritage 
 

 
Kapferer, J-N. 

 
1992 

 
A hexagonal brand identity prism identi-
fying six key areas, brand's physique, 
personality, culture, relationship, reflec-
tion, self-image 
 

Meffert, H. and Burmann C. 2009 Brand identity consist of six identity di-
mensions: heritage, organizational capa-
bilities, values, personality, vision, and 
core offering 
 

De Chernatony, L. 1999 Identifies six brand identity dimensions: 
brand personality, culture and relation-
ship, vision, brand positioning, and the 
brand presentation 
 

Keller, K.L. 2008 Defines brand identity as first step of 
brand equity model. Brand identity de-
fines what the brand stands for and aims 
for brand awareness with a help of 
unique selling proposition. 
 

 

2.1.1 Definitions 

 

Arguably the most cited definition of a brand identity is according to David Aaker 

(2002, 68), and it is also the fundamental backbone of this study: 

 

“A brand identity is a unique set of brand associations that the brand strategist as-

pires to create and maintain. These associations represent what the brand stands 

for and imply a promise to customers from the organization members.” 
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A brand identity gives the brand direction, meaning, as well as purpose. Brand iden-

tity is the driver of brand associations which are part of brand equity together with 

three other components; brand loyalty, brand awareness, and perceived quality. As-

sociations are the core of any brand and should be taken seriously. A brand identity 

is always something how the company owners want the brand to be perceived. In 

Aaker’s model, brand identity helps to establish a relationship between the brand 

and the consumer and generates a value proposition. Aaker has further divided 

brand identity into four distinctive categories; brand as a product reflecting product-

related associations, brand as an organization focuses on organizational associa-

tions, brand as a person focusing on associations on brand personality, and brand 

as a symbol that includes the visual imagery, metaphors and brand heritage.  (Aaker 

2002, 68-69, 79) 

 

Another often cited definition of brand identity is Jean-Noël Kapferer’s hexagonal 

identity prism. The model reflects brand identity’s physical specificities and qualities, 

a personality, the brand’s culture, self-image, reflection, and the relationship which 

ideally are all linked together. Brand identity defines what the brand is and helps 

also in describing the key associations of the brand identity. In the identity prism, 

physique, personality and culture are those that form the actual brand identity. This 

definition also highlights the fact that brand identity cannot be separated from the 

creator’s identity. (Kapferer 2008, 178, 182-187) 

 

Heribert Meffert and Christoph Burmann have defined brand identity as a sustaina-

ble group of attributes that define the brand’s essence from the perspective of the 

company and is also a differentiation tool. They have defined four features of brand 

identity interacting with customers and differentiating from competition on the basis 

of information exchange, retaining essential brand characteristics over time, being 

consistent with the brand identity over time, and having unique and distinctive fea-

tures compared to competition. They have named six components of brand identity; 

heritage, brand management concepts, values, personality, performance, and vi-

sion. (Burmann et al, 2009, 392-393). 
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Leslie de Chernatony (1999, 166-169; Harris & de Chernatony, 2001, 443) defines 

brand identity with identity-reputation gap model of brand management that claims 

that a brand should have a unique set of values that are important for its target 

market. De Chernatony argues that the values should be consistent regarding their 

perception and nature, as it is an important characteristics of a successful brand. 

The organization’s culture should be aligned with brand‘s values as inconsistency 

may affect stakeholders’ perceptions of the brand negatively. A few corporate core 

values that will remain the same should be chosen, as well as some less central 

values that are adaptable to changing circumstances. Personality of a brand repre-

sents metaphorically the brand’s emotional and human characteristics. The person-

ality stems from the core values and the personality traits are further developed 

through associations and attributes by painting an image of a typical consumer of 

the brand.  Relationship between the brand and the consumers is strengthened by 

the brand personality and the inbuilt values. A brand’s identity should also reflect 

consumer’s aspirations, as people tend to view brands that are consistent with their 

self-concept more favourably. Both advertising and employees communications 

with the customer affect the presentation of the brand and form the symbolic mean-

ing in consumers’ minds. 

 

Instead of brand identity, Kevin L. Keller, (2003; 2009a, 143) discusses brand sali-

ence as the means of achieving a strong brand identity, and where the brand identity 

is a direct response to question “Who are you?”. In his work the brand identity is a 

sum of different brand elements and the objective is to achieve brand awareness. 

The cohesiveness in his model depends on the degree of how consistent the differ-

ent elements are with each other. The elements are the trademarkable devices and 

the main ones are brand names, URLs, symbols, characteristics, spokespeople, 

slogans, jingles, packages, and signage. Keller highlights of knowing the target mar-

ket and then positioning the brand identity on unique and appealing selling proposi-

tions. (Keller, 2008, 140, 174) 

 

What is common for all these definitions is that they all highlight brand identity’s 

importance as a differentiating and positioning tool. In all of the definitions brand 

identity consists of associations that can be formed with a help of different elements. 
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According to literature, strong and effective brands have identity elements that can 

be grouped into cohesive and interpretable entities and form consistent associa-

tions. In contrast, brands that can be considered as weak normally have only a few 

brand associations that are disjointed or even inconsistent with the brand. (Aaker, 

2002, 92-93.) When building a brand it is important that the chosen elements, asso-

ciations, and attributes, fit together (Aaker, 2002, 92-93; Erdem & Swait, 1998, 137) 

and so form a complete identity.  

 

For the purpose of this study the product, brand name, logo, symbols, country of 

origin, price, usage imagery, and brand personality are considered to be the most 

important elements and are used in categorizing of the case brand identity in chapter 

5 and chapter 6. To be able to group the identity elements into coherent entities and 

be aware of linkages between the chosen brand associations, a company must have 

form a positioning strategy, which is discussed next. 

 

2.1.2 Positioning 

 

The process of forming a brand identity in any company starts with a clear idea of 

what the brand should represent and what should be the positioning strategy com-

pared to competition (Keller, 2008, 38; Runyan et al, 2007, 390) and how internal 

and external stakeholders should view the brand (Aaker, 2002, 68; de Chernatony, 

1999, 166; Urde & Koch, 2014, 481). Positioning is also typically discussed together 

with brand essence, value proposition brand differentiation, and brand identity. 

 

A brand positioning strategy means designing of the company’s offer and image so 

that the identity has a distinct and valued place in customer’s mind and that the 

potential benefit to the company is also maximized (Keller, 2008, 98; Kapferer, 2008, 

175; de Chernatony, 1999, 168; Urde & Koch, 2014, 480). It other words, the aim of 

positioning is to put the brand at the top of consumers list of alternatives by empha-

sizing factors such as product performance and quality, pricing, or relationship build-

ing factors so that the claims are also credible (Peattie,1995, 166; Kalafatis et al, 

2000, 428; Erdem & Swait, 2001, 137). In brand-oriented positioning brand identity 
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acts as a guideline for all future positioning decisions and aims for coherent devel-

opment of the brand identity. (Urde & Koch, 2014, 482) 

 

In order to make the brand competitive, the brand needs to be superior in some way 

in the minds of the consumers. Ideally, positioning convinces consumers of the dis-

tinctive advantages or points-of-differences a brand has compared to its competi-

tors, while at the same time help consumers avoid possible risks. (Keller, 2008, 38-

39, Kapferer, 2008, 179; Wong & Merrilees, 2005, 157) A company must also con-

sider external elements affecting positioning, such as trends, new technologies, and 

changing customer behaviour. In addition, the brand managers must also compen-

sate the changing positioning of their competition (Urde & Koch, 2014, 479-480) and 

react to changes in markets. 

 

One of the most common ways of building a positioning strategy is through a unique 

set of associations, such as attributes, beliefs, or attitudes, that the company hopes 

to create or maintain, to form brand identity (Aaker, 2002, 8; Wong & Merrilees, 

2005, 162). Besides positioning the brand on tangible product attributes, it can also 

be positioned with intangible brand associations (Keller & Lehmann, 2006, 741). A 

specific positioning strategy and carefully chosen brand associations are important 

in order to differentiate the brand from the competitors competing within the same 

product category and sharing otherwise common product category associations. 

Brand identity thus gives guidance to the positioning strategy and also adds flexibil-

ity of it (Park et al, 1986, 137) when it comes to choosing of the appropriate associ-

ations. 

 

Positioning of the brand also specifies the appropriate core brand identity associa-

tions to brand owners making the importance of creating strong associations more 

evident. Core brand associations are those attributes and benefits that best describe 

the brand (Keller, 2008, 39) and that are at the core of the value proposition of the 

brand identity. Core identity elements are essential to the meaning and success of 

the brand. Core brand associations are most likely to remain unaltered when the 
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brand enters new markets. (Aaker, 2002, 85-86; Ghodeswar, 2008, 4) In ideal situ-

ations, the core associations contribute to the value proposition and make the brand 

credible (Aaker, 2002, 86-87; Kapferer, 2008, 191). 

 

2.1.3 Value proposition 

 

Brand identity must also provide a value proposition to the customers. When a brand 

identity is closely linked with the value that the brand’s products provide, the prod-

ucts can be powerful messengers for the brand in return. (Aaker, 2002, 95; Boat-

wright et al, 2009, 46) In general, brands should be focused on one or two values, 

either price of benefits as illustrated in Figure 3, appreciated also by customers (First 

et al, 2010, 97; de Chernatony, 1999, 173) and those selected values should then 

be actively communicated to customers in a form of a coherent brand identity (Pal-

lari, 2009, 32; Tan & Ming, 2003, 216). A similar concept to value proposition is 

brand essence, a desire to summarize the identity and/or positioning (Kapferer, 

2008, 197; Wheeler, 2003, 24) which also highlights the importance of only focusing 

on only few key attributes and benefits.  

 

A value proposition is: 

“A statement of the functional, emotional, and self-expressive benefits delivered by 

the brand that provide value for the customer. An effective value proposition should 

lead to a brand-customer relationship and drive purchase decisions.” 

(Aaker, 2002, 95). 
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Figure 3. The Value Proposition (Aaker, 2002, 102) 

 

Managing a brand identity that is positioned on multiple value propositions simulta-

neously makes it more difficult to position as each value proposition demands a bit 

different positioning strategy. In addition, the inconvenience of the concept lies in 

that words are very cultural specific and thus do not resonate necessarily the same 

way on a global aspect. (Kapferer, 2008, 197-199) Also, offering multiple value prop-

ositions makes the brand more vulnerable for competition and makes it more difficult 

for consumers to identify the brand properly and understand the meaning behind 

the brand identity. (Park et al, 1986, 136) Bringing customer value and having a 

clear value proposition should be a fundamental goal for a company and thus re-

quires the brand identity to be linked with customer needs and be consistent with 

the company’s capabilities (Boatwright et al, 2009, 38) and resources. 

 

2.1.4 Why brand identity is important  

 

A strong brand identity is an important factor for a brand’s success as it is the foun-

dation of brand equity. As previously discussed, an identity should be carefully po-

sitioned and based on value propositions. Besides these aforementioned issues, 

different scholars have discussed also other matters why brand identity is important. 

 

Price Benefits
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A strong brand increases the marketing communication effectiveness, and thus acts 

as an insurance for brand association claims and making the associations more 

familiar and credible. (Keller, 2009a, 141; Erdem & Swait, 1998, 153; Krake, 2005, 

229) Credibility of brand associations is important because it reduces the perceived 

risks of purchasing the brand’s products, increases perceived quality, and serves as 

a basis of engagement between the brand and the customer (Abimbola & Vallaster, 

2007, 342; Abimbola & Kocak, 2007, 422; Erdem & Swait, 1998, 132). An effective 

identity also communicates the brand’s unique value proposition to consumers. 

(Wheeler, 2012, 11). Strong brands gain more attention from consumers and have 

a better remembering of messages when communicating brand information (Hoef-

fler & Keller, 2003, 438) as they strengthen the association networks in memory.  

 

A brand identity should have unique associations that differentiate the brand from 

its competition and help the brand stand apart from its rivals. (Keller, 2008, 108; 

Batey 2008, 161; Wheeler 2012, 11; Krake, 2005, 229) The company should be able 

to offer a reason to buy their brand that the competition cannot. A similar idea is also 

building a sustainable competitive advantage, which relates to a company’s ability 

to provide superior value over prolonged period of time and thus achieving ad-

vantage. (Keller, 2008, 107-108) When a brand is based on emotional, intangible 

benefits it is much more difficult for competitors to copy (Clarity Marketing Ltd., 2005) 

compared to product attributes (Park & Srinivasan, 1994, 286; Raggio et al, 2014, 

298). In addition to these benefits, a brand also has a longer life cycle compared to 

products (Pallari, 2009, 31). 

 

A consumer’s personal identification with a brand is to ultimate differential response 

to branding, and thus should be sought after (Keller, 2008, 72; Jenkins, 1996, 112). 

A strong identity increases stakeholder commitment and value, thus contributing in 

building brand equity. Consumers create a stronger bond with a brand they feel 

emotionally attached to (Clarity Marketing Ltd., 2005) and brands that are similar 

with their own self-concept (O’Class & Frost, 2002, 80; Bartels & Hoogendam, 2011, 

704; Kalafatis et al, 1999, 452-453). A strong brand identity also important for a vast 
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variety of internal and external stakeholders to whom the brand identity is commu-

nicated (Wheeler 2012, 11) and increases also their commitment to the brand (Pal-

lari, 2009, 31). 

 

In addition, a strong brand identity also enables the brand to charge a price premium 

(Ghodeswar, 2008, 4). Price premium is associated with a high perceived quality, 

which are both ways to position the brand and perceived as elements that bring 

added value. (Aaker, 1991, 22; Keller, 2003b) Strong brands also have a marketing 

advantage of more favourable reactions to both price increases and decreases 

(Hoeffler & Keller, 2003, 438) and help in increasing incomes for the company (Pal-

lari, 2009, 31) thus acting as economically viable solution. Personal identification is 

also linked to willingness to pay a premium price and so gain advantages of growth 

and profitability for the company (Belén del Río et al, 2001a, 419).  

 

Even a strong brand identity can decline if the target customers stop seeing the 

identity as relevant and valued by them, stressing the importance of building brand 

identity on a unique positioning strategy. When this happens, the company can seek 

to reposition itself based on different associations and create a completely new iden-

tity. Changing the identity is difficult because the associations linked to the brand 

can be strong and difficult to change. Another option is to move the brand from the 

market and build a new brand and brand identity on more relevant brand associa-

tions consistent with market preferences (Park et al, 1986, 144).Though brand iden-

tity is arguably important, the weakness of it can be trusting too much on the com-

pany’s input activities. This is because identity relates to the desired positioning of 

the brand and not on how it is perceived, i.e. the image. (de Chernatony & Dall’Olmo, 

1998a, 421).  

 

Aaker (2002, 69) concludes four principal reasons described as brand identity traps 

why companies should engage in brand identity building. These four traps describe 

outcomes where brands are too limiting, too tactical, and outcomes that can lead to 

a dysfunctional brand strategy. 
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A brand can suffer from brand image trap if the build identity does not correspond 

to the image consumers have of the brand. The problem here is that the brand iden-

tity trap lets the customers dictate the brand identity based on their past experiences 

about the brand. The brand position trap happens when the aim to position the brand 

becomes the goal, rather than building a sustainable brand identity. In brand position 

trap the tendency is focusing only on product attributes worth communication. The 

position trap leads to a shallow brand and does not courage to develop a deeper 

brand identity. The external perspective trap occurs when the company does not 

understand the role brand identity plays in the company’s internal understanding of 

its basic values and purpose. Brand identity also helps communicating these issues 

to internal stakeholders. Good internal understanding of the brand’s identity helps 

the employees to take the vision forward. (Aaker, 2002, 69-72) 

 

The most common of Aaker’s identity traps is the product-attribute fixation trap. 

Though it is important to develop suitable product attributes, it is not good to get 

fixated on them solely. The product-fixation trap can lead to mistakes and wrong 

strategic decisions. What creates a product-attribute fixation trap is the failure to 

understand that a brand is more than a product. This means that a company must 

understand that the brand is not only about functional product attributes but also 

delivers feelings of something better, such as buying the best possible. The under-

standing of this has significant implications for pricing, segmentation, as well as 

communication strategies. The biggest problem with product attributes is that they 

are relatively easy to copy. If a chosen product attribute is common with all the 

brands within the same product category then the attribute fails to differentiate the 

brand from its competitors. (ibid. 72-76; Till et al, 2011, 96) 

 

These four aforementioned identity traps all show how a brand identity can become 

confining and ineffective and explain why building a strong identity is important. To 

avoid these traps, a brand identity can be managed internally and focusing on rele-

vant brand identity building blocks as discussed in next section. 
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2.1.5 Building blocks of brand identity  

 

The best way to understand the brand identity is to look at it from the perspective of 

the brand’s unique and specific associations and attributes. By taking a closer look 

at the typical products, brand name, brand personality, the logo and symbols, the 

country of origin, advertisements, price, and usage imagery it is possible to discover 

general building blocks of brand identity associations. Often it is easier for the con-

sumers to give examples of most common brands of a specific product category 

than to describe typical features or attributes that are required to be a part of that 

category. (Kapferer, 2008, 189-190)  

  

Essentially, the brand identity process is the same as the classic 4P’s of marketing 

mix; product, price, place, and promotion (Nandan, 2005, 265). The product itself 

and its features is the first source of brand identity for example by physical appear-

ance and convey its individuality to consumers (Srivastava, 2011, 341). Products 

verify brand association claims and the uniqueness of the brand. A brand can show-

case its values in the production and distribution process, as well as at the purchas-

ing situation how the personnel presents the brand. Nandan (2005, 265) notes that 

the tangible attributes of the product send a message to the consumer about the 

various features of the brand. Thus, the values must be bodied by the typical prod-

ucts. For example, colour of the products can serve as a sign of ideology, set of 

values, and a brand culture. A strong brand is always the product of certain culture 

and this give it the values it represents. (Kapferer, 2008, 190-193) 

 

A brand’s name also reflects the brand’s intentions. This is especially true for cases 

that have chosen the brand name specifically to convey certain objective or subjec-

tive characteristics of the brand. (Kapferer, 2008, 193; Kohli et al, 2005, 1514) A 

meaningful brand name is capable of building more favourable associations in the 

long run. Thus, the brand name is one of the most powerful sources of brand identity 

and must be managed by directing consumer perceptions in to desired direction. 

(Kapferer, 2008, 193.) 
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Building a strong brand identity requires creating a distinctive brand personality that 

embodies the functional and emotional attributes and brings the wanted brand as-

sociations to the foreground (Keller, 2008, 66). By communicating the brand per-

sonality, the brand identity gradually forms a character that represents the brand. 

How the brand personality speaks of its products illustrate what kind of person it 

would be if compared to human characteristics while communicating the brand’s 

emotional values (Kapferer, 2008, 183; de Chernatony, 1999, 168). 

 

Different characters and logos can be seen as brand equity as they serve as sym-

bols of brand identity through a visual identity. A visual identity has functions such 

as to help in identifying and recognizing the brand, to guarantee the brand, to give 

the brand durability, and help in differentiating and personalizing the brand. Many 

brands also decide to be presented by a character, similar to idea of brand person-

ality. A character can either be a brand’s creator and endorser and it can be a direct 

symbol of the brand’s qualities, personality traits, and values. The characters serve 

to build a certain relationship and emotional link between the brand and its public. 

(Kapferer, 2008, 194-195; de Chernatony, 1999, 168) 

 

A country-of-origin can be a strong association symbol, as it has a close connection 

with products, materials, as well as capabilities. Country associations can be ex-

ploited in positioning by associating a brand with a specific country. (Aaker, 1991, 

128) Geographical and historical roots of a brand can be one of defining elements 

of brand identity as well and offer unique differentiating associations because of 

values associated with the country of origin, such as perceived quality (Chao & Jo, 

2015, 188). Whereas some brands take their geographical origin as a natural part 

of their brand identity, some brands try to hide their country of origin for various 

reasons (Kapferer, 2008, 195-196). 

 

Advertising is the brand identity tool that communicates the brand identity to the 

target market. Any communication says something about the sender, the recipient, 

and the source by building brand awareness and strengthens the associations. (Yoo 

et al, 2000, 200; Keller, 2003b) Advertising tries to build a relationship between the 

sender and the recipient. The style of communication also tells about the identity of 
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the brand and also the desired target. Communications should take the benefits of 

the product forward to the customers, as well as build an accumulative history of 

their history, culture, personality, and a reflection. This gradual building of brand 

identity attributes aims towards a certain objective. (Kapferer, 2008, 197) 

 

Usage imagery aims to describe as many usage situations as possible in order to 

enlarge the brand awareness. Different usage situations can be further strengthen 

by associations from the distribution channel, such as what type of places it is pos-

sible to buy the brand and if the places bring back positive associations. (Keller, 

2008, 61; 75; Yoo et al, 2000, 198-200) Usage imagery associations are perhaps 

easiest to change through communications that educate the consumers of a differ-

ent type of user or usage situation (Keller, 2008, 557). 

 

Price can also be considered as a building block of a brand identity as it is part of 

the brand’s value proposition (Aaker, 2002, 102). The price of the brand’s products 

should convey the same message as the other brand identity elements and further 

elude the possibly confusion among different associations (Srivastava, 2011, 351). 

Brand identity elements such as price can also be a signal for quality of the products 

or potential benefits for the consumers (Yoo et al, 2000, 198-200). 

 

In summary, a strong brand identity implies that the brand has a lot of positive and 

strong brand associations that all of its brand identity elements communicate coher-

ently, and that the brand in general is perceived as high quality (Yoo et al, 2000, 

196). However, when building strong quality associations the managers should also 

note that also other associations besides the brand name have an effect on per-

ceived quality of the brand (Janiszewski & Van Osselaer, 2000, 349; Kohli et al, 

2005, 1513). 

 

  Green brand identity  

 

Green brand identity can be seen as specific type of positioning strategy so that the 

brand is positioned on type of associations that have environmental aspirations. Ac-

cording to Hartmann et al (2005, 10), a green brand identity is defined by specific 
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set of brand attributes and benefits related to the reduced environmental impact of 

the brand and its perception of being environmentally sound (also Huang et al, 2014, 

253). In other words, green brands are those that are typically associated with envi-

ronmental conservation and company’s sustainable practices (Braun, 2010, 247; 

Chen & Chang, 2012, 503; Insch, 2011, 283; Pallari, 2009, 30; Rahbar & Wahid, 

2011, 75) or the products are organic and that there are no artificial components 

used in the products (Parker et al, 2010, 99). 

 

Being aware of environmental issues and having a green brand identity can en-

hance competitive advantage because such a reputation can be difficult for compet-

itors to mimic (Hillestad et al, 2010, 448; Mourad & Ahmed, 2011, 514) and so builds 

on the idea of forming unique associations.  

 

2.2.1 Green Brand Positioning 

 

As previous studies on positioning have noted, a brand can be positioned by func-

tional attributes, emotional benefits, and self-expressive benefits (Aaker, 2002, 

102). Positioning a brand as ‘green’ requires active communication and differentiat-

ing the brand based on environmentally sound attributes and benefits (Hartmann et 

al, 2005, 10; Darnall, 2008, 462; Huang et al, 2014, 254). 

 

Green brand identities are designed to relevant consumer market segments, like in 

the case of green brands. A brand identity can be positioned on environmental ben-

efits for environmental-conscious consumers. Consumers can be educated in a 

sense by connecting environmental product attributes to desired consumer value or 

presenting them as a solution to a problem. (Ottman et al, 2006, 34) The biggest 

strategic challenge however is how to incorporate the environmental values and vi-

sion to corporate strategy, rather than just promoting green brands alone to inco-

herent consumer segments (Chen, 2010, 316; First et al, 2010, 92; Chang & Chen, 

2014, 1765).  

 

Hartmann et al (2005, 11; 20), classify green brand positioning strategies as func-

tional or emotional in their studies. According to them, a green positioning strategy 
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based on functional brand attributes builds brand associations by providing infor-

mation on environmentally sound product attributes (also Huang et al, 2014, 264). 

This type of positioning strategy is focused on relevant environmental advantages 

of the product compared to conventional competing products. Examples of this type 

of positioning strategy are the planning of production process and product or pack-

aging design, product use, or company impact on the environment (Peattie, 1992, 

90). The other green brand positioning strategy, emotional positioning, affects the 

positioning relative to the emotional dimensions of green brand associations. They 

concluded that the use of both positioning strategies jointly leads to more favourable 

attitudes towards the brand than just simple focusing on either one. (Hartmann et 

al, 2005, 20) 

 

Green brand identities can also fall into brand identity traps described earlier (Aaker, 

2002) if the green brand identity is not perceived as credible, or it falls short of de-

livering the promised benefits. Hartmann et al (2005, 11), suggest an alternative or 

complementary strategy is to position the brand on three different types of emotional 

benefits; contributing to the improved  of the ‘common good’ environment, feeling of 

self-expression when exhibiting their environmental consciousness to others, na-

ture-related benefits from sensations and feelings normally experienced through 

contact with nature.  

 

So far, the green positioning of brands, known also as eco-positioning, and tradi-

tional market positioning have tend to be separate entities in the minds of the con-

sumers. As the importance of sustainability for consumers increases, the traditional 

market positioning and eco-positioning will merge. (Peattie, 1995, 165) To create 

effective green positioning, a brand should identify the value of green product attrib-

utes or bundle desired consumer values and important attributes into green brand 

identities (Ottman et al, 2006, 31; Chen & Chang, 2014, 1765).  

 

2.2.2 How companies can ‘green’ themselves 

Green marketing techniques that are used in building a green brand identity can be 

used to offer superior differentiation, competitive advantage, improve perceived en-

vironmental quality, and to create brand awareness in the market (Chang & Chen, 
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2014, 1754; Pallari, 2009, 30), especially in product categories such as skin care 

where green identity is associated with higher quality (Parker et al, 2010, 109). 

 

Prakash (2002, 286) argues that companies can "green” themselves in three ways; 

by creating added value for their customers with environmental attributes, forming 

the company strategy on environmental issues, or focusing on making the products 

as environmentally-friendly as possible. 

 

Green product attributes need to be communicated so that consumer benefits and 

environmental effectiveness are compared to similar alternatives and or likely usage 

imagery in order the green product attributes to be perceived as honest and quali-

fied. This can be done for example by adding eco-certifications or endorsements 

from trustworthy third parties. (Ottman et al, 2006, 32-34; Parker et al, 2010, 106) 

 

Previous scholars have studied the perceived value of environmentally sound prod-

uct attributes (e.g. Roozen & Pelsmaker, 1998, 33) that included issues such as 

product degradability, reusability and recyclability, but there remains a research gap 

in emotional benefits of green brands. Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez (2006b, 677) 

have claimed that it is indeed possible for a brand to evoke positive emotions by 

offering information on environmentally sound product attributes. They argue that 

knowing the brand is green would always make someone feel better using the prod-

uct. Environmental attributes and functional benefits are important when building a 

green brand identity as previous studies (Parker et al, 2010, 102) have shown that 

consumers build most associations to green based on these two aforementioned 

associations. 

 

2.2.3 Why companies should green themselves 

 

Chen (2010, 307) names five reasons why companies normally build green brand 

identities; compliance with environmental pressure, gaining competitive advantage, 

improving the company image, finding new markets, and adding product value. Ap-

plying green issues in branding can also improve the perceived quality and increase 

the credibility of product claims (Chen & Chang, 2012, 503).  
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The perceived green quality and green perceived brand awareness further decrease 

the perceived risk of purchasing a green product (Chang & Chen, 2014, 1765). In 

short, an effective and well-implemented green brand identity should be able to pro-

vide benefits to consumers with environmental aspirations (Huang et al, 2014, 251). 

Other motives for green brand identity can be economic and noneconomic pressure 

from their other stakeholders such as business partners or regulators (Prakash, 

2002, 286). 

 

Branding oneself as green is also a way to inform various stakeholders of one’s 

environmental activities (Darnall, 2008, 462; Kumar & Christodoulopoulou, 2013, 

13), as well as provides an opportunity to differentiate both new and existing brands 

(Crittenden et al, 2011, 82; Chen, 2010, 316; Rahbar & Wahid, 2011, 75). 

 

One key reason for building a green brand identity is the differentiation with unique 

attributes and benefits, and thus being able to charge a price premium. Some schol-

ars suggest that willingness to pay a premium price for example for green products 

is because consumers often prioritize green attributes over the more traditional 

product attributes such as price and quality (Prakash, 2002, 287). This type of pre-

mium pricing strategy transforms environmental benefits into monetary benefits for 

the company (ibid. 290) and is also a sign of product performance quality (Ottman 

et al, 2006, 29). It is product performance that needs to at least be equivalent with 

a normal product so that a price premium is justified (Parker et al, 2010, 104). 

 

2.2.4 How a normal brand differs from a green brand 

 

It is the focus on green values that is the distinguishing feature between a general 

definition of brand identity and a green brand identity (Insch, 2011, 284). Building 

the brand identity on green brand associations is appealing to the emotional side of 

consumers and to the feeling of “doing good” as discusses earlier. Consumers’ re-

sponse positively on green brands when they are perceived as extension to them-

selves (Rahbar, 2011, 75). 
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The definitions of brand identity and green brand identity are compared in Table 2. 

Both definitions start with the same idea that a brand identity is a based on associ-

ations. What is typical for brands with ecological orientation is that they tend to high-

light specifically environmental factors, whereas the general definition only states 

that a brand has a promise that is not specified. Neither of the basic definitions clas-

sify more thoroughly what those associations are. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of identity definitions of a classic brand and green brand. 

Green Brand Identity Brand Identity 

 

“A green brand identity is defined by 

specific set of brand attributes and ben-

efits related to the reduced environmen-

tal impact of the brand and its percep-

tion of being environmentally sound.” 

(Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2006a) 

 

“A brand identity is a unique set of 

brand associations that the brand strat-

egist aspires to create and maintain. 

These associations represent what the 

brand stands for and imply a promise to 

customers from the organization mem-

bers.” 

(Aaker, 2002)  

 

 

Studies show that in positioning the brand as green it must be noted that consumers 

are still unlikely to perceive the environmental aspects more important than tradi-

tional product attributes, such as price, value, quality, and product performance 

(Chen & Chang, 2012, 503) but rather make trade-offs between different attributes 

(Papista & Krystallis, 2013, 87; Sriram & Forman, 1993, 67). Differences in attribute 

preferences, especially when it comes to environmental attributes, is often cultural 

and context related and so affects the positioning strategy on different markets (Sri-

ram & Forman, 1993, 68). Thus, the basic associations, especially product attrib-

utes, need to be built the perceived quality in mind even before considering adding 

green brand associations to the core identity. 
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3 BRAND ASSOCIATIONS OF GREEN BRANDS 

 

As established previously, brand identity is built on brand associations. Associations 

are used to create perceptions of brand quality, and to form favourable attitudes 

towards the brand. In other words, they can be used to differentiate, position, and 

extend brands, to create positive attitudes and feelings towards the brand, and to 

suggest attributes or benefits of purchasing using a specific brand. (Aaker, 1991, 

111; Low & Lamb, 2000, 350-351) Associations can further be divided into intended 

managerial-origin associations, and actual consumer-oriented associations. (Koll & 

von Wallpach, 2014, 1505). Brand associations are also often described based on 

their features, such as strength, valence, uniqueness, relevance, and number. (Till 

et al, 2011, 93). In this thesis, the focus is on managerial-oriented associations that 

originate from inside the company. 

 

At the beginning the brand is often synonymous with the product it produces, but it 

can develop more intangible associations over time through marketing, usage ex-

periences, and other influences (Keller & Lehmann, 2006, 745). A similar notion is 

also that in branding it would better to focus on building and strengthening on brand-

related associations, rather than neutral associations with a product category (Chen, 

2001, 448-449). Any encounter with the brand has the opportunity to change these 

mental associations in consumers’ minds. (Keller, 2003b) 

 

  Forming of brand associations 

 

Brand associations are anything in memory that can be linked to a brand name or 

symbol, in other words, the brand’s meaning to people (Aaker 1991, 109; Low & 

Lamb, 2000, 361; Till et al, 2011, 96). Associations are connected to one another, 

and are formed on basis of several ideas, episodes, instances, and facts that form 

a solid network (Yoo et al, 2000, 197). Associations are multi-dimensional and form 

a rich brand construct (Low & Lamb, 2000, 362). Scholars view the memory often 

as links between various concepts, thus forming a network of connections through 
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associations (Krishnan 1996, 391; Hoeffler & Keller, 2003, 422), most of them trac-

ing back to a classic theory of Human Associative Memory (Van Osselaer & Jan-

iszewski, 2001, 202).  

 

Brand associations can vary in if they are related to the product or in their content. 

The non-product related associations may relate to for example to user imagery or 

brand personality. (Hoeffler & Keller, 2003, 422) The connections, in other words 

the associations, can be concrete or abstract, conscious or unconscious, direct or 

indirect. Direct associations, or primary associations, are those that can be found 

directly between two elements without the need of an intermediary element. Indirect 

associations, or secondary associations, need an intermediary elements, and they 

create associative chains, as Figure 4 illustrates. (Batey, 2008, 116; Krishnan, 1996, 

394) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Primary and secondary associations (Batey, 2008; Krishnan, 1996) 

 

Brand associations also vary in how strong the connection to the brand and other 

associations is, how unique the associations are, and how consumers perceive 

them (Hoeffler & Keller, 2003, 423). Associations indicating a strong brand can in-

clude associations of image, reputation, high-quality brands, highly valued brands, 

positive former attitudes and former ownership. (Hoeffler & Keller, 2003, 438). The 

more a brand name occurs with an attribute or a benefit either through direct or in-

direct experience with the brand, the stronger and more favourable the link between 

the brand and the association (Meyers-Levy, 1989, 203; Van Osselaer & Jan-

iszewski, 2001, 202; Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007, 343; de Chernatony & Dall’Olmo, 

1998b, 1086; Koll & von Wallpach, 2014, 1506).  
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A brand can be linked to multiple entities through brand associations and forming 

new brand associations also affects the existing associations by transferring infor-

mation. Secondary associations might help in achieving a link between different en-

tities that might not be possible more directly through primary associations (Keller, 

2003b). Figure 5 illustrates one way of mapping sources of associations. All brand 

identity associations need to be managed continuously, as especially symbolic as-

sociations may change over time because their context and meaning may change 

(Tan & Ming, 2003, 216). 

 

Consumers build up various associations through several sources over time. Some 

of the associations might be brand attributes or benefits, whereas other associations 

may represent the consumer’s personal experiences with the brand. (Krishnan 

1996, 392) The associations grow stronger and gain more credibility the more ex-

posure or experience the consumer has with the brand (Kapferer, 2008, 179; Yoo 

et al, 2000, 197; Kohli et al, 2005, 1513; Erdem & Swait, 1998, 153) and can also 

be strengthened with actively connecting the brand with appropriate imagery (Mey-

ers-Levy, 1989, 205), or personal relevance for the consumer (Keller, 2008, 56). 

Brand associations are related to brand awareness and equity, as they can signal 

high quality and build commitment towards the brand. (Yoo et al, 2000, 197) The 

association can be for example a character, a consumer segment, a feeling, a prod-

uct characteristic, a symbol, a life style, an object, or even an activity. (Aaker, 2002, 

79) 
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Figure 5. Sources of brand associations (Keller, 2008, 280) 

 

Krishnan (1996, 392) however debates the purpose of multiple brand associations 

and states that a large quantity of brand associations makes the memory structure 

also more complex. For newer brands a big amount of associations may cause in-

terference between the associations and result in lowered memory and thus affect-

ing the level of awareness. Also solely focusing on the amount of primary associa-

tions may be misleading as some of the secondary associations may also be unin-

tentionally negative.  

 

  Brand association categories 

 

Identity associations can be categorized into three different categories, moving from 

more concrete associations to more abstract as attributes, benefits, and attitudes 

(Keller, 2008, 57; Batey, 2008, 117-121). Furthermore, these aforementioned cate-

gories can also be divided in terms or abstractness into tangible and intangible as-
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sociations (Batey, 2008, 117; Hoeffler & Keller, 2003, 426), their functional or sym-

bolic meanings (Wee & Ming, 2003, 214), or based on more symbolic or emotional 

benefits (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2006a, 219). 

 

Strong, favourable and unique brand associations are important as points-of-differ-

ence as they can drive differential effects. (Keller, 2009a, 143; Chen, 2001, 449) 

These effects include heightened loyalty, price premiums and more favourable  re-

sponse to changes in pricing, better communication and channel effectiveness, and 

growth opportunities (Hoeffler and Keller, 2003; Keller & Lehmann, 2006, 755). 

 

Next, brand associations are discussed in more detail. At the end of Chapter 3 there 

is a short summary of how brand associations and attributes are linked to green 

brand identities.  

 

3.2.1 Attributes 

 

Attributes can be product-related or non-product-related. According to Batey (2008, 

117) product-related attributes refer to the physical aspect of products and product 

elements, such as ingredients. Non-product-related attributes are extrinsic attributes 

and do not have any direct link with product performance, though they are important 

for purchasing decision. (Batey, 2008, 117; Park & Srinivasan, 1994, 286). Many 

associations involve product attributes that provide specific benefits or reasons to 

buy. These product attributes are the basis for purchasing decisions and brand loy-

alty. Associations can also stimulate feelings that get the transferred to a brand. 

(Aaker, 2012, 25) 

 

Part of brand attributes is the idea of user and usage imagery that refers to the type 

or usage situation of people who purchase and use the brand. (Batey, 2008, 117). 

The concepts of user and usage imagery highlight the fact also noted by Aaker 

(1991, 123) that when the values of the brand correspond one’s own value system 

they are more likely to identify themselves with the brand. (Aaker, 1991, 123; Batey, 

2008, 117) The problem however in selecting attributes is to find attributes important 
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enough for the target segment and not already claimed by a competitor (Aaker, 

1991, 115). 

 

Price is considered as a non-product-related attribute (Batey, 2008, 117), and is part 

of the brand’s value proposition, and desirability (Aaker, 1991, 121). Whereas ben-

efits and product-related attributes represent the more concrete side of the brand, 

non-product-related attributes often show the more symbolic meanings of the brand 

(Batey, 2008, 118). 

 

Consumers form beliefs about brand attributes and benefits in different ways. Prod-

uct attributes describe the features that characterize a product and the brand bene-

fits are the personal value and meaning that consumers attach to the product attrib-

utes. In general, personal experiences create the strongest brand attribute and ben-

efit associations. Personal experiences are very influential at the decision making 

process when consumers interpret them accurately. Company-influenced sources 

of information, such as advertising, are actually likely to create the weakest associ-

ations and because of that are the most easily changed. To overcome this problem, 

creative communications should be used that actually cause consumers to elabo-

rate on brand-related information and to better relate it to existing knowledge. (Kel-

ler, 2008, 57-58) 

 

3.2.2 Benefits 

 

Essentially, benefits describe how a brand can solve a problem or offer an oppor-

tunity for the consumer (Batey, 2008, 188), and are linked to product attributes and 

would be a part of a rational decision making process (Aaker, 1991, 118). Benefits 

are also part of brand’s value proposition and are used in positioning. Benefits 

should be clearly established what they emphasize and focus on. Benefits should 

be selected according to their importance, delivery, and uniqueness. It is the posi-

tioning of the brand that correctly focuses on wanted benefits and associations driv-

ing the desired purchasing behaviour in the category. (Rosenbaum-Elliot et al, 2007, 

118-120; Erdem & Swait, 2001, 134) 
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Aaker (2002, 102), defined benefits to be either functional, symbolic, or self-expres-

sive. Functional benefits are result of one or more product attribute and the func-

tional aspect they provide for customers. Dominating in one key functional benefit 

can mean dominating in a product category as well. The challenge here is to find 

the right functional benefits that resonate with target customers and that are able to 

support a strong position relative to competitors. The brand needs to be able to also 

communicate these benefits for their target customers. (Aaker, 2002, 96) Functional 

benefits are easy to copy by imitating or providing the same benefit (Batey, 2008, 

119). With the right design, the brand offers advantages in product performance that 

can create significant functional benefits because of more compelling benefits than 

competing brands (Keller, 2009b). 

 

Whereas functional benefits focus on more a concrete side of the brand identity, 

self-expressive and symbolic benefits are those that are part of the symbolic appeal 

of identity, such as self-expression or prestige (Tan & Ming, 2003, 216). Both sides 

are needed in building a strong identity and as Belén del Río et al (2001b, 461) point 

out in their study, it might be even insufficient to build a brand solely on emotional 

benefits and thus an identity would need more functional benefits as well to grow 

stronger. Studies have showed that linking these two in communications enhances 

the appeal of the brand. However, it is important that both the functional and emo-

tional meanings convey the same message to consumers. (Mowle & Merrilees, 

2005, 225; Bhat & Reddy, 1998, 39) 

 

Rosembaum-Elliot et al, (2007, 36) discuss the issue of emotional benefits as asso-

ciations. They see associations as emotions that are linked in memory based on 

past experiences with that brand. So not only are associations cognitive such as 

benefits or features, but also feelings. In other words, emotional benefits are those 

that create a positive feeling in a consumer when buying or using the brand. Emo-

tional benefits are often profound human needs, such as the need to be cared for. 

(Batey, 2008, 120; Aaker, 2002, 97) Most functional benefits actually have a corre-

sponding feeling or a set of feelings that are evoked when the brand achieves a 

functional benefit designed for it (Aaker, 2002, 97). 
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Self-expressive benefits are those that allow consumers to express their values and 

contribute to their own sense of identity with visible consumption of a certain type of 

product. (Batey, 2008, 119; Aaker, 1991, 122; Aaker, 2002, 99) This way a brand 

can help a person to express themselves and help in communicating their self-im-

age for outsiders. When a brand uses self-expressive benefits the bond between 

the customer and the brand is likely to get stronger (Park et al, 1986, 136). 

 

Price is also one of the benefits and in addition a non-product related attribute, and 

is part of value proposition that a brand provides (Aaker, 2002, 102) and used as a 

positioning tool to differentiate the product (Yoo et al, 2000, 206). A price that is too 

high relative to the brand’s benefits will affect the value proposition. If a brand is 

perceived overpriced, even clear and meaningful benefits will not give any rewards 

for customers. However, price is a complex structure. A higher price can signal 

higher quality or a premium position but it can also reduce the value proposition. If 

price is included in brand identity it can define the competitive set – for example if 

the brand is upscale, middle market or downscale. The deciding factor here is 

whether the value proposition is driven by benefits or by price. The purpose of brand 

identity building is usually to focus on benefits rather than the price (Aaker, 2002, 

102) which can be explained by their emotional appeal. 

 

3.2.3 Attitudes 

 

Attitudes are described as a function of the beliefs that consumers have regard to a 

brand, and the degree to which the brand possesses certain attributes or benefits 

and consumers’ evaluative judgment of those believes (Batey, 2008, 121). In other 

words, attitudes signal the credibility of the brand identity. Because of the evaluative 

nature of attitudes they are more difficult to evaluate than attributes. (Keller, 2008, 

385) Because of the notion that attitudes towards the brand are consumer-oriented, 

in this thesis attitudes are being considered from the perspective of what strength-

ens the credibility of attributes and proposed benefits. Attitude, or the credibility, is 

largely defined by functional elements that physically justify the claims and then ver-

ify or invalidate the value statement. (Batey, 2008, 121; Iso-Berg, 2015, 208). 
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Although positioning and building strong identity associations is important for a 

brand, the bottom line is that the customers need to be convinced only that the brand 

in question is better or at least as good as the competition (Aaker, 1991, 128). 

Brands can seek to increase the credibility of their brand associations and product 

attributes by information disclosures, such as product labels or certificates. Labels 

and certificates provide information and strengthen positive associations, as well as 

offer information in an easily comprehensible way (Prakash, 2002, 292; Montoro-

Rios et al, 2006, 30). In in addition, labels create greater awareness of a brand’s 

environmental concerns (Bartels & Hoogendam, 2011, 698) as well add trustworthi-

ness of brand claims (Darnall, 2008, 18; Ottman et al, 2006, 32; Rahbar & Wahid, 

2011, 80).  

 

Insch (2011, 284) however points out that eco-labels might add credibility of the 

associations, but are unlikely to engage in active communication of functional and 

emotional benefits consumers are looking for. Belén del Río et al (2001a, 419) have 

also found evidence that labels as guarantees increase consumers’ willingness to 

pay a premium price.  

 

  The linkage between brand associations and green brand associations 

 

Huang et al, (2014, 253) have described a concept of green brand knowledge, which 

follows the previously proposed idea of associations being memory nodes. In their 

study, green brand knowledge is “a green brand node in memory to which a variety 

of associations are linked to environmental commitments and environmental con-

cerns”. 

 

Environmental associations have become an accepted way of enhancing brand eq-

uity (Montoro-Rios et al, 2008, 547), and thus have an influence on building the 

brand identity. Green attributes can enhance positive responses toward the brand 

through reputation. (Schuhwerk & Lefkoff-Hagius, 1995, 53) However, environmen-

tal associations do not enhance brand equity in all product categories and cannot 

be generalized to all brands (Montoro-Rios et al, 2008, 548). This means that all 

environmentally directed efforts should be in line with the company’s activities to be 
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able to strengthen current and desirable associations (Kumar & Christodoulopoulou, 

2011, 6). Green brand associations are useful when highlighting the benefits of a 

green brand in cases where the product category has a high purchase frequency 

and high-involvement decision making process (Montoro-Rios et al, 2008, 559). 

 

As discussed earlier, brand associations are distinguished as attributes, benefits, 

and attitudes (Keller, 2008, 57) and the same applies to green brand associations. 

Thus, green brand associations can firstly be categorized as attributes that the 

brand users utilize in estimating the product’s environmental performance. Green 

product attributes can be further divided as product-related, such as environmen-

tally-friendly chemicals, or non-product-related, such as recycling of packaging after 

use (Montoro-Rios et al, 2006, 26-27). 

 

Green brand associations can also be benefits if a consumer believes that using the 

brand somehow helps the environment. Benefits can present the functionality of the 

product in regards to environmental care, or is a solution to a problem. Green ben-

efits can also be related to the usage experience. For example, that by using the 

brand the consumers is contributing to environment preservation. Brand-attributed 

environmental benefits can also occur when purchasing the brand reflects a certain 

ideology. (ibid, 27) 

 

When building a green brand identity, positioning the brand on emotional benefits 

can create a much stronger and effective emotional response compared to product 

attribute-centred positioning. Emotional benefits can be evoked for example by us-

ing imagery of nature in communication campaigns. (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 

2006a, 221-222) Emotional benefits are similar to the idea of warm glow in green 

marketing where the benefits are based on doing something good for the environ-

ment and making a difference (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2012, 1254; Parker 

et al, 2010, 104). 

 

In comparison to normal functional benefits, functional green brand associations are 

based on a brand strategy to convey information of the reduced environmental im-
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pact of the brand (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2006a, 220). Environmental attrib-

utes in general refer to environmentally sound production processes, product use, 

and product elimination. However, the problem is that functional brand associations 

rarely have individual benefits for consumers. (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 

2006a, 220) Ottman et al (2006, 27-30), have noted that efficiency and cost effec-

tiveness, health and safety, performance, symbolism and status, and convenience 

are five commonly associated benefits for green brands. A green brand can also 

further build favourable associations by highlighting time-saving or easiness-to-use 

benefits (Ottman et al, 2006, 27-30) 

 

In addition, green brand associations can also help in forming attitudes (Montoro-

Rios et al, 2006, 27). As Keller (2008, 384) suggests, attitudes can be thought to 

summarize the beliefs the consumer has on attributes and benefits of the brand, as 

well as improve the perceptions of quality (Montoro-Rios et al, 2006, 27). In general, 

adding green attributes or benefits to a brand improves the consumer attitudes to-

wards the brand. Green brand associations can evoke positive attitudes in certain 

target groups by offering information of the environmentally sound product attrib-

utes. (Montoro-Rios et al, 2008, 548; Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2006a, 220) 

To increase the credibility of the environmental associations, companies can include 

environmental information from an independent organization, for example in form of 

labelling or report measurable and relatable outcomes of their environmental activi-

ties to ass value for their brand (Montoro-Rios et al, 2008, 548; Kumar & Christodou-

lopoulou, 2013, 10). 

 

Besides Keller’s brand association categories, Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez 

(2006a, 219) have identified three different types of associations specifically for 

green brands; the feeling of “warm glow”, self-expressive benefits, and nature-re-

lated consumption experiences. This follows the trend of positioning brands on emo-

tional benefits, rather than functional ones. 

 

There is a close relationship between emotional benefits and self-expressive bene-

fits. In green branding the idea of self-expressive benefits comes from “conspicuous 

environmentally sound consumption”. (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2012, 1254) 
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However, the difference between these two can be important. For example, it can 

be important to proving one’s pro-environmental intentions, where as “feeling good” 

might be too mild. Compared to emotional benefits, self-expressive benefits focus 

more on self rather than feelings, public settings and products aspiration and the 

future, something linked to the person’s own personality, and the act of using the 

product. (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, 2012, 1254) 

 

Building trust and credibility between the brand and the consumers’ is the most im-

portant factor also in using green brand associations. Green brand identity and 

green associations should not carry any false claims in order to gain maximum 

brand equity (Mourad & Ahmed, 2011, 529) and to build a relationship like Keller’s 

brand equity pyramid model suggests. When the perceived value is consistent with 

perceived quality, the environmental attributes are also perceived as credible (Chen 

& Chang, 2012, 515). The key is to reflect the true soul and vision of the brand, 

rather than just reflecting what the customers claim they want. A successful brand 

and the brand building process involves effectively managing creating, building and 

developing of a brand identity. (Aaker, 2002, 70) 
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4 BRANDING IN SMEs 

 

The type of company is an important driver of brand identity building as it influences 

the positioning strategy because of characteristics and context (Centeno et al, 2013, 

446). Just as in large companies, brand identity is also an important resource for 

SME entrepreneurs (Keller, 2008, 660; Runyan et al, 2007, 399; Pallari, 2009, 31; 

Krake, 2005, 229) as they compete in equally competitive markets with the same 

market trends as large companies (Abimbola, 2001, 99). A brand identity is an im-

portant differentiation tool for SMEs and also helps to avoid competing solely on 

price against the big players as bigger players can take advantage of economies of 

scale and scope in distribution and driving down prices (Pallari, 2009, 30-31). 

 

Brand management is often not the top priority in SMEs (Krake, 2005, 230; Spence 

& Essoussi. 2010, 1038) and the world of branding is often dominated by big com-

panies (Wong & Merrilees, 2005, 155; Merrilees, 2007, 403). But just as their larger 

counterpart, SMEs also need to deliver desired and appropriate brands to consum-

ers (Berthon et al, 2008, 40; Ojasalo et al, 2008, 104) and can be developed in a 

similar way (Centeno et al, 2013, 446). Because of their nature and eminent lack of 

resources, SME brand building is approached from creative, experimental, and re-

sourceful angle (Centeno et al, 2013, 454; Carson & Gilmore, 2000, 3; Gilmore et 

al, 1999, 33). Instead of big PR programmes SMEs can build on creative, affordable, 

and targeted branding (Ojasalo et al, 2008, 104).  

 

However, some branding methods are not as relevant or useful for SMEs. Unlike 

big companies, in SME the inherent characteristics of the owner dominates the mar-

keting. (Carson & Gilmore, 2000, 1) The characteristics that create differences in 

their branding are discussed in the next section. 

 

  Characteristics 

 

One difference in branding between a large organization (LO) and an SME is that in 

large organizations brands are often created to fil a gap in the market place and 

identity associations are based on ideal positioning strategies. SMEs on the contrary 
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are the continuation of an entrepreneur’s vision, beliefs, and values. (Spence & 

Essoussi, 2010, 1048; Centeno et al, 2013, 454) It is typical for SMEs to follow the 

intuition and creativity of the entrepreneur and not follow general branding tech-

niques often used by bigger companies, which is a well-recognized source of brand-

ing (Abimbola, 2001, 102).  

 

Because of the nature of SMEs, the owner of a company plays an important role. It 

is typical that the owner has an all-controlling and all-deciding role. In this context, 

it is highly probable that the owner is leading the decision making and is the source 

of organizational culture, values, and business approach, thus being the source of 

brand identity. (Krake, 2005, 230; Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007, 343; Gilmore et al, 

1999, 28; Berthon et al, 2008, 28; Centeno et al, 2013, 452; Merrilees, 2007, 406; 

Hillestad et al, 2010, 448; Spence & Essoussi, 2010, 1049) These values can act 

as a differentiation tool and can provide a level of uniqueness for the brand (Centeno 

et al, 2013, 455).  

 

Associations in SMES are often based on personal identification with the entrepre-

neur rather than on abstract concepts (Krake, 2005, 231; Boyle, 2003, 89; Centeno 

et al, 2013, 451). As the entrepreneurs are the main spokespersons for their brands’ 

identity, there should be a strong link between the personality they present and the 

associations that are called to mind (Spence & Essoussi, 2010, 1039).This in stark 

contrast to where as in large organizations associations are based on market re-

search and customer needs (Berthon et al, 2008, 40).  

 

The biggest factor of explaining differences in branding between SMEs and LOs are 

the limited scope of expertise and limited resources (Carson & Gilmore, 2000, 3; 

Wong & Merrilees, 2005, 155; Berthon et al, 2008, 28; Abimbola, 2001, 102). Other 

related problems for SME entrepreneurs with their limited resources are a lack of 

reputation and customer base at the beginning (Boyle, 2003, 88; Centeno et al, 

2013, 453). Limited resources are not however necessarily a limitation for brand 

growth but act as a driver for creativity (Centeno et al, 2013, 455; Carson & Gilmore, 

2000, 4). As SMEs often lack the economies of scale they have to competing on 
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something other than price (Gilmore et al, 1999, 30) leading to the importance of 

distinctive brand identity.  

 

Table 3 illustrates the biggest difference between LOs and SMEs which sums up 

the unique characteristics of SMEs well. The result of these unique characteristics 

is a differentiated approach to markets which is appropriately positioned in the mar-

ket context and is also situation specific (Carson & Gilmore, 2000, 6). 

 

Table 3. Differences between LOs and SMEs (Spence & Essoussi, 2010, 1042) 

Activity  LOs  SMEs 

Brand “culture”   Sophisticated concept. Reductive concept 

Brand identity - Visionary management - Visionary individual = the entrepre-
neur 

 - Systematic process based on 
extensive market research, fill-
ing a gap in the marketplace 

- Intuitive process based on the en-
trepreneur’s personality and values 

Brand equity - Associations fabricated from 
consumer research and linked 
to consumer needs and prod-
uct features 

- Associations derived from the en-
trepreneur’s personality and values 
as well as from consumer needs and 
product features 

 - Sophisticated measurement 
system 

- Measurement of brand equity a 
problem 

Brand strate-
gies 

- A multitude of strategies are 
being used locally and interna-
tionally, with the aim of maxim-
izing market coverage and 
minimizing market overlaps 

- A limited number of strategies are 
being used. Collaborative strategies 
as well as corporate branding not 
generally used 

 - Corporate branding is part of 
the overall brand strategy de-
velopment 

- Different levels of brand orientation 
have been observed 

Organization 
structure 

- Brand responsibilities spread 
over several departments and 
functions 

- Brand responsibilities handled by 
the entrepreneur and the entrepre-
neurial team 

Marketing mix - A wide range of highly visible 
and integrated programs 

- The emphasis is on the product 

  - A wide diversity of innovative and 
more or less integrated actions de-
pending on the firm 

  - Search for low cost tactics that 
would maximize the impact interna-
tionally, minimum national require-
ments should be met and local ad-
aptations are left to horizontal part-
ner 
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  Importance of branding and forming a brand identity in SME context 

 

Only little studies have been dedicated for branding in SME context. The previous 

chapters have discussed the issue of building a brand identity but many of the re-

search have been written with large organizations in mind. In fact, none of classic 

brand identity building theories apply specifically to small or micro-sized companies. 

Branding is especially important for SME’s because they are often small players in 

highly a competitive environment where their competition often consists of big mul-

tinational companies (Spence & Essoussi, 2010, 1043). As SMEs are often unable 

to compete with price, they have to seek other added value strategies (Gilmore et 

al, 1999, 28). 

 

Similar to LOs and the classic identity building theories, SMEs should also focus on 

and communicating only selected few brand associations that are carefully inte-

grated to the identity (Abimbola, 2001, 103; Krake, 2005, 232; Keller, 2008, 661) 

and are also communicated consistently to the target market (Erdem, 1998, 153; 

Keller, 2008, 662).  

 

Brands in SME’s are often the continuation of the entrepreneur’s vision, beliefs, and 

values (Spence & Essoussi, 2010, 1048, Krake, 2005, 231) and creativity of the 

entrepreneur is often cited as one of key characteristics of SME branding (Centeno 

et al, 2013, 452; Krake, 2005, 231; Gilmore et al, 1999, 28). The companies should 

acknowledge that the role and vision of the entrepreneur is very important both in-

ternally and externally. Because of this, brand associations in SMEs are and should 

be based on the characteristics of the entrepreneur. (Krake, 2005, 232) Building 

associations around the entrepreneur makes the brand identity concrete and builds 

a more personal and authentic relationship between the brand and the consumer 

(Gilmore et al, 2001, 8; Krake, 2005, 232: Iso-Berg, 2015, 173). Because of the 

personification aspect, there should be a high degree of coherence between the 

entrepreneur’s personality and the brand associations. This also leads to the pres-

sure for the entrepreneur to cultivate their image to better suit the brand (Spence & 

Essoussi, 2010, 1049). According to Iso-Berg (2015, 173) “being a brand means a 
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refined personality”, which summarizes the need for the coherence of brand identity 

and entrepreneur’s personality well. 

 

SMEs need to focus on getting brand distinctiveness because of their available lim-

ited resources. Concentrating resources on certain potential areas is branding can 

help in developing distinctive products. (Wong & Merrilees, 2005, 157) Brand differ-

entiation in SMEs is often based on product differentiation, as it is typical for them 

to exploit market gaps and engage in product development by concentrating on 

newness of product attributes and benefits (Centeno et al, 2013, 451-454; Abimbola 

& Kocak, 2007, 422; Abimbola, 2001, 98). 

 

To overcome the lack of resources, SME entrepreneur often relays on networks and 

personal contacts such as participating in social, business, and trade activities as a 

source of feedback from customers, instead of marketing research done by a mar-

keting department as a source of associations (Abimbola & Vallaster, 2007, 344; 

Merrilees, 2007, 406; Gilmore et al, 1999, 33; Gilmore et al, 2001, 7). 

 

Brand associations are important because marketing activities both create and af-

fect multiple associations, and multiple associations in turn affect the consumer re-

sponse to marketing activities (Keller, 2003b). SMEs strive to their products to be 

perceived as attractive and chick, as well as be a sympathetic. The perceived quality 

is perhaps the most important product association that all SMEs would want to be 

associated with. (Krake, 2005, 233) 

 

SMEs should leverage as many secondary associations as possible linking the 

brand with other companies they deal with, endorses, or other events that 

strengthen the association claims (Abimbola, 2001, 104; Keller, 2008, 280; Parker 

et al, 2010, 103). In SMEs, the country-of-origin is a relevant source of secondary 

associations as the company’s limited resources create an opportunity to use it for 

association for a very low price. Also using both symbolic and functional associa-

tions can be utilized without confusing customers. (Spence & Essoussi 2010, 1049) 
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Attractiveness, expertise, and trustworthiness all affect how credible the associa-

tions are and how credible the brand is perceived to be (Spry et al, 2011, 884). Thus, 

high association credibility should lead to higher brand credibility and create a larger 

pool of associations (Spry et al, 2011, 886-887) as well as enhance the favourability 

of those associations among consumers (Koll & von Wallpach, 2014, 1506). Credi-

bility is the key when estimating the strength of the brand identity associations. Thus, 

anything verifying the associations is also important for any SME entrepreneur. 
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5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter introduces the empirical part of the thesis. The research approach, 

data collection method and data analysis methods are introduced and elaborated in 

more detail. In the data collection section also the context of the study is reasoned. 

As the research is based on a case study, the case company will also be presented. 

The last section of this chapter discusses the validity and reliability of the study.  

 

The empirical study of an entrepreneur’s personality and brand associations affect-

ing the brand identity in an ecological oriented SME is conducted with a help of a 

case study. As this is a qualitative study, it does not try to make large generaliza-

tions, but illustrates the research problem from one specific angle. 

 

The effect of SME entrepreneur’s personality on brand identity has not been studied 

a lot in the marketing literature. Researchers are not completely familiar on how the 

entrepreneur’s personality and brand identity are interrelated and more research 

and new theories are needed in this area. This case study aims to broaden the 

theoretical knowledge of the phenomenon. 

 

  Research approach 

 

This study is qualitative in nature. A qualitative method was chosen because of the 

focus on one single case company. Because of this, data collection methods were 

chosen to be a semi-structured interview and collection of secondary data. The pur-

pose of a qualitative study is to conceptualize the world by using words and mean-

ings in smaller samples on how individuals interpret the reality around them to gen-

erate theories (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 15, 137; Sobh & Perry, 2006, 1195). Qual-

itative analysis consists of two phases; simplifying data and only analysing it from 

the angle set in the theoretical framework and concluding the analysis by finding 

causalities and binding the conclusions to the previous theories (Alasuutari, 2011, 

39-45). 
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Qualitative study needs both theory and empirical evidence to be valid and reliable. 

In a good qualitative research theoretical part and empirical part are in dialogue with 

each other. (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 74; 82) Qualitative research can be seen as 

an action plan where preliminary research questions lead to final conclusions 

(Koskinen et al, 2005, 160). 

 

A case study is relevant as a research strategy when the form of the research prob-

lem is “how” or “why”. In this kind of problem setting there is no need for controlling 

behavioural events, and the subject focuses on contemporary issues. The aim of 

this research strategy is to investigate the temporary issue within its’ real-life con-

text. This is especially fruitful when the boundaries of the temporary issue and con-

text are not clearly evident. Keeping this in mind, the research question was formed. 

(Yin, 2009, 9-11) 

 

In general, researches are conducted in either deductive or inductive manner. In 

deductive approach, the researcher draws conclusions from theory and testes it 

through empirical research. The opposite of this is the inductive approach, which is 

more common for qualitative case studies. (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 14) In induc-

tive research, the researcher draws conclusions from the gathered data and obser-

vations to build on the current theory (Lee & Lings, 2008, 6). Inductive research 

methodology is good when a researcher needs to go from single observations to 

develop empirical generalizations and building a relationship between theory and 

the case study. This allows the researcher to gain deeper insight on the research 

context and creates understanding of the phenomena even when the sample is 

small. (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 19) Because of these aforementioned reasons, 

the use of qualitative methodology is thus justified. 

 

Many marketing research studies aim to explain related phenomena through social 

processes in qualitative manner instead of relying on quantitative methods 

(Koskinen et al, 2005, 15) and this study aims to do the same. The aim of this study 

is to add understanding on the brand identity phenomenon by studying the influence 

of entrepreneur’s personality on elements of the brand identity in the context of small 
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and medium-sized companies with ecological orientation from the entrepreneur’s 

perspective, and so is exploratory in nature. 

 

Inductive exploratory research is fitting for the research, as the aim of this study is 

to gain insights and understanding on the role of entrepreneur’s personality in brand 

identity building in small and medium-sized companies in the context of the case 

company Mia Höytö Cosmetics. This is also a very contemporary issue to study. 

However, brand identity is always a subjective idea of used brand associations and 

attributes. While it is possible to generalize the results to some extent, associations 

and attributes are always coded into brand image in consumers’ mind, which makes 

the analysis of brand identity challenging. In addition, this research is expected to 

contribute to the current study of SME branding theory, which at the moment is an 

understudied field. 

 

  Research context 

 

To better understand the nature of brand identity in the context of small and medium-

sized company with ecological aspirations and in relation to the personality of the 

entrepreneur, the research in this study is conducted via a case study of one partic-

ular brand. To further study the linkage between the green brand identity and the 

SME entrepreneur’s personality, the research will be performed by interviewing an 

entrepreneur and by analysing the brand’s website and magazine interviews. In ad-

dition the entrepreneur is asked to do an online personality test and select attributes 

that best describe the entrepreneur’s own personality. The context brand in this re-

search is the Finnish organic cosmetics brand Mia Höytö Cosmetics. 

 

Mia Höytö Cosmetics is one of the only Finnish organic cosmetics brand in Finland 

that aims clearly for more upscale markets. The founder of the brand, Mia Höytö 

defines the brand as “a company selling organic cosmetics using Finnish ingredients 

whenever it is possible”. On their official website, the brand is described as “a nur-

turing organic cosmetics line” that “use organic ingredients from the Finnish nature” 

in short. 
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Based on the concepts presented in the theoretical chapters, Mia Höytö Cosmetics 

is a suitable choice as a research case and a representative of a small entrepreneur-

led company. In the following Table 4 there is a comparison of brand identity com-

ponents from literature review and key identity elements of Mia Höytö Cosmetics 

brand based on empirical study. The table summarizes the elements that were used 

in analysis. 

 

Table 4. Case company compared to identity elements presented in literature 

 

BRAND IDENTITY ELEMENTS 

FROM LITERATURE 

MIA HÖYTÖ COSMETICS 

Products 8 products; Ihana, Kaunis, Silkki, Unelma, Valo, 

Lumous, Pumpuli, and Säihke 

Brand name Mia Höytö Cosmetics 

Logo See figure 6 

Symbols Certificate, images used on website 

Country of Origin Finland/Nordic 

Price 19,70€-54,50€ 

Usage imagery Pampering, feeling good, me-time 

Brand personality Entrepreneur as main spokesperson 

Distribution Selected retailers (lifestyle stores, online stores, 

beauticians, Stockmann) 

 

  Data collection 

 

This research uses both primary data and secondary data. An interview, personal 

observations, and personality attributes serve as primary data, and Mia Höytö’s 

company website, media articles found online, serve as the secondary data. At the 

interview situation, the entrepreneur filled an online personality test and the results 

of that test are also linked to the theory. The entrepreneur was also later asked to 

select six attributes to best describe her own personality to serve as primary data 

as well.  
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The data collection method follows the basic idea of data triangulation, a data col-

lection method that gives a more comprehensive idea of the study and builds validity 

when the case is studied only from one point of view (Eskola et al, 2000, 68). The 

case study research strategy supports the idea of triangulation, as the work relies 

on multiple sources of evidence where the data needs to be converged in a triangu-

lation fashion (Yin, 2009, 114). 

 

Case studies are widely used in qualitative researches. In case study, the re-

searcher selects one specific case for closer examination. Case studies help in test-

ing current theories and also in making comparisons between previous theories and 

the present day. Case studies create the idea of specific problem solving. For a case 

study, it is typical that theory and research problems determined how and where the 

data is collected, and data collection is also more thorough. In case studies the topic 

is often based on the personal interests of the researcher. (Koskinen et al, 2005, 

154-156) 

 

According to Yin (2009, 117), there are six ways that are suitable for collecting data 

in case studies; documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, 

participant observation, and physical artefacts. This study uses documentation (in-

ternet sources), interview, and direct observation. Using triangulation (i.e. using sev-

eral data sources) and establishing a chain of evidence of the phenomenon while 

collecting data improves construct validity of the study. (Koskinen et al, 2005, 158; 

Yin, 2009, 116) 

 

5.3.1 Primary data 

 

Primary data is in question when the researcher is the one collecting the data. Pri-

mary data can be collected in various ways. (Hirsjärvi et al, 2007, 181) In this thesis, 

primary data collection methods were a semi-structured interview, personal obser-

vations, as well as entrepreneur’s personality attributes which are presented next. 
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Semi-structured interview 

Interviews are the most common way of collecting qualitative data in Finland.  The 

purpose of an interview is to find out what is on somebody's mind. An interview can 

be seen as a conversation, with a distinction that the interviewer takes the initiative 

and leads the discussion. There are different types of interviewing techniques. In 

this thesis, a semi-structured method was used. In semi-structured interview the 

questions are pre-decided and the informant can answer the questions in their own 

words. The questions are structured and presented in a certain order. (Eskola & 

Suoranta, 1998, 85-86; Hirsjärvi et al, 2007, 203) 

 

The one-to-one interview was organized in July 2014 in a café to create a friendly 

environment for the interview. The interview was conducted in Finnish and the du-

ration was 45 minutes. At the interview the informant was asked questions related 

to building a brand identity in a small company, such as the basic business idea, the 

brand strategy, brand identity, the consumers of the brand, advantages of using the 

brand, basic ideas of green brands, competitors, how this relates to SME-context, 

as well as some ideas of how the entrepreneur sees the future. The interview was 

recorded and later transcribed for later analysis and data coding. The template for 

the interview is provided in the Appendix 1 and an example page of the transcribed 

interview in the Appendix 2. 

 

The interview method was selected because the topic needed answers to some 

specific questions, but the answers wanted to be left open. When the answers are 

left open, it makes it possible for wider interpretations and individual conclusions.  

(Eskola & Suoranta, 1998, 88) 

 

Personal observations 

Visiting the case study company creates an opportunity for direct observation. By 

personal direct observation it is possible to evaluate the environmental conditions 

as well and these observations serve as another source of evidence in a case study. 

Observational evidence are often useful in providing additional information of the 

case. (Yin, 2009, 109-110) Because the case company does not have its’ own brick-
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and-mortar store, it was important to collect the primary data elsewhere. Thus visit-

ing the company stand at an exhibition was selected as one data collection method. 

 

Personal observation of the case company was conducted in a casual manner with 

a field visit at Mia Höytö Cosmetic’s stand at I love me –exhibition in Helsinki. To 

increase reliability of the observations, the two accompanying persons were asked 

tell their view of the brand and the company stand. The results of the personal ob-

servations are analysed in more detail in Chapter 6, Empirical results. 

 

Personality test 

At the time of the interview, the entrepreneur was asked to fill in an online personality 

test at www.namaste.fi that generates a personality best fitting to you out of nine 

basic personalities. At the actual test, the participant must select one card out of 

three that best describes the participant on the screen at each stage for three turn. 

The interviewee, Mia Höytö, was asked to answer the test from an entrepreneur’s 

perspective. 

 

Personality attributes 

The entrepreneur was asked to select six attributes that best described her person-

ality out of 118 attributes. The Microsoft Reaction Card Method is commonly used 

on measuring a desirability of a product, but was adapted to measure personality 

attributes in this thesis. The Reaction Card attributes are in Appendix 3. 

 

This method was selected to strengthen the validity of entrepreneur’s personality 

affecting the brand identity positioning. The attributes selected by the entrepreneur 

herself are further grouped with the attributes received from the personality test and 

the interview and these attributes are then further compared to the brand identity 

elements of Mia Höytö Cosmetics. 

 

5.3.2 Secondary data 

 

To build more relevant context for the case study, secondary data was also gathered 

from other sources to support the primary data. The secondary data sources were 
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the company website of Mia Höytö Cosmetics and two media articles that further 

gave the idea of how the brand identity is built. The secondary data here serves the 

company perspective that support the data gathered from the interview. In addition, 

the secondary data aims to further validate the linkage between the brand identity 

and the entrepreneur’s personality. 

 

As the data collected for the empirical part of the research comes largely from the 

company itself, it is important to remember that these are subjective perceptions of 

the company itself, thus reflecting well on how the company has wanted to portray 

their brand identity. For this reason the statements of the informant for example 

present the same source as the company website. 

 

Mia Höytö Cosmetics Website 

Secondary data was also collected from the company website and they were further 

analysed using the same coding method as the interview. The company website 

was a good place to collect data, as it provides verification for the visual side of the 

brand identity. 

 

Magazine articles 

There has been also media interest towards the brand. For example, a Finnish mag-

azine Kauneus & Terveys has published a biography of the brand. The two media 

articles were analysed with the same coding method as the transcribed interview. 

In addition, the entrepreneur’s personality was estimated based on the images used 

on the articles. 

 

  Case description 

 

The case was selected based on personal connection with the entrepreneur as well 

as the fitting of the case company to the research frame. The criteria was to inter-

view an entrepreneur about how brand identity is built in small companies with en-

vironmental aspects and then later compare the personality attributes to the brand 

identity elements. The entrepreneur agreed for an interview, and at the interview 

she also filled in an online personality survey. 
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5.4.1 Company information 

 

Mia Höytö Cosmetics is a Finnish brand that sells eco-certified organic cosmetics 

and was founded in Helsinki in 2011. The company currently employs two people, 

the entrepreneur herself and another employee and can be also categorized as mi-

cro company. On their website, the brand is described to be passionate about life’s 

little details and using ingredients from the nature. The brand uses ingredients from 

the Finnish nature, and their products are designed and manufactured in Finland. 

(Mia Höytö Cosmetics, 2014a). The company has strived to position itself between 

selective and organic cosmetics, highlighting the luxurious side of the brand and 

focusing on the quality of the ingredients. The logo of the company and the logo of 

an eco-certificate the company has is portrayed below in the Figure 6. (ibid.) 

 

The company lists their core values on their website which are quality, natural and 

organic ingredients, purity, being against animal testing, and customer satisfaction. 

The core values are well-presented on their website, as well as in their marketing 

communication. (ibid.) The entrepreneur described the vision of the company at the 

interview as providing truly effective cosmetics for demanding customers. 

 

One of the key aspects of branding and the proof of the organic origins and the 

quality of the ingredients is the Ecocert-certificate that all of the products in the line 

have. The Ecocert-certificate is described below. 

 

5.4.2 Ecocert-certification 

 

Ecocert is an independent inspection and certification body for sustainable develop-

ment. It was established in France in 1991 and have their own standards what they 

use in issuing a document that certifies the compliance of the inspected products, 

systems, or services with the standard. (Ecocert Group, 2015) 
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Ecocert has developed their own specifications for the inspections and certification 

of the products. By defining strict standards, Ecocert-certificate on a product en-

sures that responsible practices are encouraged for all economic stakeholders. 

(ibid.)The certification label used on products can be seen in Figure 6 below the Mia 

Höytö Cosmetics’ logo. 

 

The certification process includes that all parts of the products from ingredients to 

the actual packaging follow the standards and can thus be labelled as environmen-

tally friendly or organic (ibid.) 

 

 

Figure 6. Logo of Mia Höytö Cosmetics 

 

5.4.3 Mia Höytö Cosmetics corporate brand and sub-brands 

 

The main brand is “Mia Höytö Cosmetics”. The logo of the main brand is visible on 

all of the sub-brands. Both the main brand and sub-brands follow the same brand 

identity and imagery. Thus this thesis only analyses the main brand identity, and not 

the identity of the sub-brands or brand extensions. The main brand itself does not 

have a slogan but a sentence that is often referred at the website is “We love what 

we do and we know that You will find the passion in our products.” 
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Sub-brands of the brand are the consumer products which all have their own name 

and “identity”. The sub-brands only have Finnish names, which follows the company 

identification as a Finnish brand. There are eight sub-brands at the moment and all 

of them have their own slogan as well. For example, the moisturising cream called 

Ihana has a slogan “You are lovely”. 

 

The brand identity is further analysed in the section 7, the conclusions. 

 

5.4.4 The Entrepreneur 

 

The entrepreneur is a 30-year-old woman from Helsinki called Mia Höytö. She has 

a background of being interested in beauty through education of a hairdresser, as 

well as has studied political science in University of Lapland.  

 

On Mia Höytö Cosmetic’s website the entrepreneur, Mia Höytö, is described as a 

young woman with enthusiasm for organic food that grew into interest towards nat-

ural cosmetics and skin care. She wanted to create an organic cosmetics skin care 

line that is nurturing and “right” for herself as she did not find a suitable cosmetics 

line from the market.  (Mia Höytö Cosmetics, 2014a) Some of the values that the 

brand highlights can be derived from the entrepreneur’s background quite straight 

forwardly and thus provide a basis for a closer examination of the linkage between 

the entrepreneur’s personality and used brand identity associations. 

 

  Data analysis 

 

There are a few ways to analyse data and making conclusions in case studies. The 

research questions are theory-driven and describes the case as a group of causal 

links. Collected data is compared to theory and the research questions are then 

modified if they are untrue. After this the case is analysed more thoroughly and re-

search questions are modified until they describe the case detailed enough. 

(Koskinen et al, 2005, 166) The analysis process is guided by the central concepts 

that are predetermined at the beginning of research process, which serve as the 

basis of research variables (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 1991, 115). 
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As the basic idea of external validity is for the research results to be also general-

izable beyond the selected case study, the same study method should be applied 

to other cases as well to prove the external validity (Koskinen et al, 2005, 257). 

 

The data obtained from the interview, the personality attributes, the content analysis 

of the website and magazine articles is presented and analysed in Chapter 6. To 

make the study more transparent, all findings are grouped with corresponding 

quotes that are translated from Finnish to English from the interview and data anal-

ysis. 

 

The second research sub-question in this study seeks to find out what brand attrib-

utes eco-brands tend to highlight in their brand identity. Some insight to this is 

brought with the help of a table comparing the elements found from the case to 

elements presented at the theory as building blocks of brand identity. Brand asso-

ciations that have environmental aspirations are highlighted in Table 4. As it is only 

one case that is analysed, the distinction between the two would need more thor-

ough study. 

 

The primary data and secondary data are coded in order to make analysing of the 

data and making conclusions more coherent. With coding the data it is possible to 

separate information important for analysing of the raw data and do pattern match-

ing. Only after coding to separate data it is possible to make conclusions of the data 

and decide what a fact is. (Eskola & Suoranta, 2000, 150; Yin, 2009, 137) In this 

study, the data has been first collected, then analysed and coded in different cate-

gories and then finally conclusions are being made to correspond to the predeter-

mined research questions. A table of the utilized codes is provided in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Illustration of codes. 

BRAND ASSOCIATIONS     

Attributes    A 

Product-related     

Products (ingredients, packaging)    A_P 
     

Non-product related     

Brand name    A_BN 

Logo    A_L 
Symbols    A_S 

Country of Origin    A_COO 

Price    A_PR 

Usage Imagery    A_UI 

Personality    A_PE 

Distribution channels    A_D 
     

Benefits    B 

Functional    B_F 
Symbolic    B_S 
Self-expressive    B_SE 
     

Attitudes    AT 

Credibility (labels)    AT_C 
     

Green Brand Identity    GBI 

 

Both primary data and secondary data were coded using the same categorizing 

process, which meant coding the transcribed interview by hand according to key 

issues risen from the prior literature. A template of the semi-structured interview with 

open-ended research questions guided the coding process. At the end, the data 

went through a cross analysis according to the assigned themes in order to discover 

generalizable aspects and a deeper understanding of the case (Lee & Lings, 2008, 

247). The findings are then presented from the perspective of the case study. 

 

  Assessing the quality and validity of the research 

 

For a research to be trustworthy, its reliability and validity need to be assessed. By 

examining validity of the study the researcher can make sure that one does not 

make assumptions that the conclusions would be correct when they are not, and 
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vice versa. Reasons leading to misanalysing data can be in wrong concepts, con-

clusions, or even mistakes in data. (Koskinen et al, 2005, 254) 

 

Validity describes how hypotheses, concepts, or conclusions correspond to the the-

ory presented. There are two ways to measure validity; internal validity and external 

validity. Internal validity stands for the inner logic and having no contradiction be-

tween the conclusions and the theory. (Koskinen et al, 2005, 253-254) In a case 

study, internal validity can be built by doing pattern-matching and by doing explana-

tion-building in the data analysis part (Yin, 2009, 116).  

 

External validity stands for how well the results of the study can be generalized to 

other cases outside the studied case. (Koskinen et al, 2005, 254) One can improve 

external validity in a case research by designing the research so that using replica-

tion logic it is possible to have similar results when using multiple cases simultane-

ously. This helps to establish a domain where the results of the study can also be 

generalized. (Yin, 2009, 136-138) 

 

Reliability of the study is measured by how consistently single researchers are get-

ting to same conclusions on the same topic in different time spans. (Koskinen et al, 

2005, 255) Reliability is best assessed during the data collection phase when the 

researcher can use case study protocol and develop a case study data base. This 

demonstrates that the operations of the study can be repeated with the same re-

sults. (ibid, 119-120) 

 

A study can be reliable even if it would not be valid. However, a study cannot be 

valid if it is not reliable. Furthermore, validity and reliability of the study are hard to 

measure in qualitative studies as they only have a clear meaning in very specific 

cases and remain much as principles in most of qualitative studies. (Koskinen et al, 

2005, 255-256) 

 

Reliability of the study should be one of the key principles of any scientific studies 

as researchers should be able to duplicate the study in order to validate or invalidate 
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the results. Duplication of the study ensures that any other researcher would be able 

to get the same conclusions and the phenomena is therefore real. (ibid, 258) 

 

This study has both validity and reliability. The validity is proven as the theory of 

brand identity construct and entrepreneur’s personality can be linked with the em-

pirical data. Moreover, this study also validates the fact that entrepreneurs tend to 

link their personality and values when building a brand identity. In the studied case 

it is hard not to discover the linkage, as the brand bears the name of the entrepre-

neur. 

 

As there was a previously established personal relationship with the entrepreneur, 

it is safe to assume that the answers given at the interview situation were sincere 

and the interviewee did not feel pressure to answer in a specific way. 

 

The study is also reliable, as the study can be duplicated by other researchers. The 

same framework could be used when studying other small and medium-sized en-

terprises with different identity positioning and have the opportunity to come to same 

conclusions about the linkage of brand associations and entrepreneur’s personality 

when building a brand identity. 

  

It is possible to conclude, that this study has been made both validity and reliability 

in mind. The quality of the study is therefore ensured and can be seen as conducted 

with principle of scientific research. 
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6 EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

 

The following chapter will present the empirical results of the research. The data 

obtained from the interview, personal observations, personality attributes, as well as 

media articles will be discussed according to the key concepts of the study. This 

segment will combine both the primary and secondary data to answer the research 

questions in the conclusion and to validate the data. 

 

In terms of the research, both brand identity building blocks and associations at-

tached to them are important when studying the building of green brand identity. In 

order to find the linkage between the brand identity associations and the entrepre-

neur’s personality, the entrepreneur was asked to do a personality test and select 

six attributes best describing herself as a person. 

 

Summarized findings of the empirical study are presented in Table 6. The following 

sections will describe in more detail how these results were obtained. 
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Table 6. Empirical results of the brand associations 

BRAND ASSOCIATIONS 

Attributes Brand Associations 

Product-related    

Products (ingredients, 
packaging) 

Organic ingredients from Fin-
land/Nordics, simple and white 
packaging, a hint of luxury, Finnish 
names with symbolic meanings 

Organic, natural, quality, high-
end, Finland, Environment, Lux-
ury, Purity, Stylish, Functional in-
gredients,  

     
Non-product related    

Brand name Mia Höytö Cosmetics; name of the 
entrepreneur 

Entrepreneur, Finland 

Logo Simple; name of the entrepreneur 
included 

Entrepreneur, Finland 

Symbols Nature, ecological, not tested on 
animals, the entrepreneur, use of 
specialists in development process 

Environment, Entrepreneur, 
Quality, Purity, Expertise 

Country of Origin Finland Environment, Purity, Quality, 
Finland 

Price Higher than average Quality 

Usage Imagery Pampering, taking care of yourself, 
feeling good, 'me-time', 'home-spa' 

Quality,  

Personality Enthusiasm, love for environ-
ment, healthy, emphatic, chic, ex-
pert, friendly, easy to approach, 
conscious, personal, trustworthy 

Environmentally-friendly, Exper-
tise, Feminine 

Distribution channels Selected retailers (lifestyle stores, 
online stores, beauticians, Stock-
mann) 

Exclusive, Selective, Quality 

     

Benefits     

Functional Nurturing, nourishing and effective 
skincare for a demanding cus-
tomer, protects skin from free radi-
cals, especially for dry skin, usage-
friendly products,  

Quality 

Symbolic Enjoying life, caring for environ-
ment, best for your skin, feeling 
good inside and out, feeling of be-
ing noticed 

Quality, luxury, Environment 

Self-expressive Caring for environment, caring for 
yourself, high-end, urban lifestyle? 

Quality, luxury, Environment 

     

Attitudes     

Credibility (labels) Ecocert -certificate, products 
tested on volunteers, entrepreneur 
as personification of the brand 

Quality 

     

Green Brand Identity 
(essence) 
 

Fine certified organic skincare   
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  Semi-structured interview 

As mentioned earlier, a semi-structured interview was conducted with the informant 

who is an SME entrepreneur is responsible of branding. As the company only em-

ploys only one person in addition to entrepreneur, the choice of informant was clear, 

as it is most likely that the entrepreneur makes the most managerial decisions her-

self. At the time of the interview the company can be considered to be in the starting 

stage and has not thoroughly penetrated the market. At the penetration phase 

branding is one of the key issues and helps to differentiate the brand. Building a 

unique brand identity can be considered a must and is really beneficial in creating 

brand awareness. In other words, when the customer sees the brand logo they 

would connect the right associations to it and view the brand as credible. 

 

“The aim is to have a distinctive brand, which people would perceive as effective, 

organic cosmetics” 

 

To be able to discover key brand associations the entrepreneur was first asked to 

describe the business idea briefly in her own words. She described it as a company 

that produces organic cosmetics and uses Finnish ingredients whenever it is possi-

ble. All of the key ingredients come from Nordic countries. The description described 

the company with similar attributes as the company website.  

 

When asked to describe the overall branding strategy of the company, the entrepre-

neur described it to be to create a distinctive brand that people would associate with 

effective organic cosmetics. The entrepreneur highlighted the effectiveness and 

functionality of the products to be important. 

 

6.1.1 Attributes 

 

The entrepreneur talked about having a coherent Scandinavian theme with a hint of 

luxury throughout the brand. This idea is applied to their overall brand identity at 

fairs, packaging of the products, and the used ingredients. She insisted that all the 

customer touch points follow the same idea and their communication deliver the 
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same brand associations and brand identity. The entrepreneur believes that the 

Scandinavian positioning is also a key asset when taking the brand abroad. 

 

"... That we do clear, Scandinavian [branding], yet with a hint of luxury, all the way.” 

 

 “The ingredients, packaging, and for example the exhibition stands. They are all the 

same line.” 

 

"The aim [of identity strategy] is credibility and awareness… That when people see 

it, they will remember it.” 

 

The brand also highlights simplicity in their packaging. She mentions that even 

though the brand identity is organic, the packages and image can still look beautiful 

and it has been a strategic choice not to take the brand to the more obvious ‘green’ 

brand strategies, like using green colour in visual identity or recycled paper boxes 

in packing. She mentions that the brand identity does not have to look like typical 

green products but can also look stylish to be positioned as green. They want to be 

a clearly different option in the organic cosmetics product category, which speaks 

for the intention to be positioned as high end. 

 

"Even though it is organic cosmetics, it does not have to look like one. In that way 

we wanted to make a clear distinction, take a step into completely different direction 

compared to the mainstream of eco-brands… I do not think it has to look like that 

[eco-brand] because there is the alternative to also look stylish.” 

 

In the designing of packages the user-friendliness and ingredient preservation has 

been considered. The visual identity of the products has also received positive feed-

back because of its coherence throughout the touch points. The brand identity and 

the visual identity have also had an effect on selected communication channels.  

 

"We for example invest a lot on packaging, so it means we have considered a lot 

about the customer. That it is both user-friendliness and preserving the ingredients.” 
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“We received very very very good feedback… People have liked the whole entity 

and that the brand has a tight concept… And that is clearly different from what eco 

brands normally have” 

 

Because the business idea of creating an organic cosmetics line came originally 

from the entrepreneur herself, it was logical for her to use her own name as the 

company name. Using a clearly Finnish name as the company name also highlights 

the Scandinavian aspect of the brand. The brand has also received good feedback 

of the entrepreneur being the face of the brand. Having the entrepreneur as the 

endorser has added the interest towards the brand as well as brought credibility 

when there is a real person clearly standing behind the brand promise. 

 

"We have received good feedback [from the entrepreneur being the face of the 

brand]. That it is interesting and credible, when there is clearly a person behind the 

brand.” 

 

When asked about the typical user of the brand, the entrepreneur mentions the tar-

get group being women from the age 25-28 onwards. She then further describes a 

typical customer being a woman who is both conscious about herself as well as the 

environment. The relationship between the typical customer and the brand ideally 

would be tight and intimate so that the brand’s personality would be perceived as 

both being a close friend and an expert, in other words a ‘smart friend’ that is easy 

to approach and who is also willing to share the knowledge of skincare. The entre-

preneur beliefs that the products are selected on the basis of need of more efficient 

skin care products. 

 

When asked to describe the brand’s personality, the entrepreneur described the 

brand being friendly, and definitely trustworthy, global and a stylish woman. She 

mentions that the Scandinavian aspect has affected the most in designing the over-

all brand identity. 

 

The entrepreneur herself describes the brand identity to be a ‘more composed’ ver-

sion of herself when asked whether she sees any similarities between herself and 
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the brand. She also mentions that the brand identity is of course built on same val-

ues as she is the creator of the brand. She adds that the brand identity of course 

has aspects that are more thought of and perhaps calculated than her own person-

ality. She also sees a contradiction in whereas her being the spokesperson of the 

brand demands to be a visible figure, which does not come naturally to her. 

 

“It is more composed [the brand]. But I do wish that is has similarities. And of course 

I hope so, because it originates from me. Of course it has a lot of common with 

myself, such as same things as I appreciate… But it does have a lot of conscious 

differences that are thought of that are not me.” 

 

The entrepreneur describes the typical usage imagery as something that happens 

daily and can be done within minutes, but that the products can also be used in a 

‘home spa’ sense that with the products it is also possible to make a pampering 

session for oneself. In their communication they have also brought up the imagery 

of educating people of optional usage situations. As the brand is sold through life-

style stores and beauticians, the customers get direct recommendations of products 

just right for their skin and also give the feeling of exclusivity and pampering. The 

brand identity also effects on the distribution channels as they should be able to 

support the same brand identity of being effective and exclusive, as well as environ-

mentally conscious at the same time. 

 

When asked what attributes the entrepreneur the brand shares with similar brands 

in the category she mentions the ecological side of the brand. She also adds that 

the ecological side could be emphasized even more in the communication. The 

brand sees the selectivity aspect, besides the earlier mentioned effectiveness of the 

products, to being one of the key differentiating associations.  

 

“How our brand is different from others, is that the products are really, really effec-

tive.” 

 

“[Compared to competing brands] we highlight the selectivity more… We want to be 

a clearly different option.” 
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6.1.2 Benefits 

 

When asked about the benefits of the brand, the entrepreneur mentions the effi-

ciency of the used ingredients. She mentions that the products are purchased 

mainly for their functional benefits because the products are perceived to deliver the 

promised efficiency. Thus, the product delivers the functional benefit of providing a 

solution for a demanding skin. She also mentions that in her opinion it is indeed the 

efficiency of the products that differentiates the brand from its competition and that 

the brand receives the most positive feedback from it. 

 

“… To produce truly effective cosmetics for a demanding customer.” 

 

“Similarly to other selective cosmetics brands, we really concentrate on the ingredi-

ents. That it is not just a facial cream, but it has something special what it does and 

that takes it [the brand] to the next level.” 

 

Previously discussed attributes support the entrepreneur’s statement that beauty 

treatment in general is a ‘nice moment’ and so the products as well can and should 

look stylish. She mentions that the brand is positioned on the same idea of creating 

a feeling that the customer is being noticed and that skin care can also be a luxurious 

experience, in addition to being environmentally conscious. Simultaneously the 

brand promises to deliver ‘little extra’ something that the customer might not be able 

to receive elsewhere. It is the personal viewpoint that the entrepreneur beliefs to 

bring added value. 

 

"We have also introduced a beauty concept that has alternatives of how to use the 

products. This way the person can decide if they want to spend more time on skin 

care.” 

 

“… hopefully [it is] a small luxurious moment when it feels like that someone has 

paid attention to you and that good feeling that it brings. So that it has that little extra 
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that you might not get elsewhere the same way… The personality of it brings added 

value.” 

 

6.1.3 Attitudes 

 

As mentioned earlier, the brand has clearly established quality claims. The entre-

preneur tells that the Ecocert-certificate is a clear proof of quality that also brings a 

lot of credibility for the brand identity. The certificate is also a clear proof that the 

brand is indeed an organic brand. The certificate also helps in reducing risks when 

purchasing the product, and the customers can trust the brand even though they 

would not be able to thoroughly understand the ingredient lists. 

 

"[Credibility of the quality claims] is the reason why I think it is important… The con-

sumer knows that when they see the Ecocert certificate that it is organic. That is 

why I think it is important…When you have the certificate, the consumer knows that 

they do not have to look through the ingredients list to find an emulgator… You know 

from the certificate that it has been products according to standards.” 

 

Another form of improving the credibility of the claims is the very visible role of the 

entrepreneur in branding. Mia mentions that it has been viewed positively and per-

sonification in her opinion does strengthen the message. 

 

When asked what the entrepreneur thinks would increase positive attitudes and 

credibility of the brand she mentions of having an own brick-and-mortar store that 

would visualise the brand identity even better for the customers, and bring the same 

message forward the company stand does at different fairs. 

 

"What would be really good would be our own store. There you could bring to con-

crete the whole idea.” 
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6.1.4 Challenges for SME entrepreneur 

 

In addition of discussing the brand identity associations, the interview also touched 

the challenges of an SME entrepreneur. The entrepreneur mentioned that one of 

the key challenges of an organic cosmetics brand is to make credible brand claims 

and get people who are interested in taking care of themselves to make the transi-

tion from general brands to green brands, and see the benefits more clearly. She 

also mentions that is has been challenging to create awareness for the brand, as 

well as finding suitable retailers to broaden the distribution network that also would 

support the brand identity. She adds that these might not be all typical challenges 

for green entrepreneurs but for all SME entrepreneurs.  

 

The entrepreneur also identifies one of the key challenges being the limited re-

sources. As she is mainly responsible of the brand, finding the balance between 

managing the company and growing a family can be difficult as the time it limited. 

The entrepreneur also identifies the problem of having limited budgets of following 

the vision of the brand. She admits that the limited resource do effect on strategic 

decisions and there would be a lot to improve. She sees that the most important key 

aspect to improve would be marketing the brand and solidifying the brand identity, 

if only there were more resources. She insists that the best way to overcome these 

problems is to have a clear and coherent vision what the brand identity is and what 

the brand wants to achieve. 

 

"[Challenges are] as a new brand gaining awareness. And then getting resellers. In 

this economic situation it is of course a challenge.” 

 

“[Scarce resources] have affected so that I for example see many defects on the 

website. But I just do not have the time to fix them… There are so much errands to 

run but you just do not have time. Although all that we should be doing is marketing 

and leave all the rest.” 
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When asked where the brand would like to be in five years’ time, the entrepreneur 

answers that she hopes the brand and brand identity is still the same but hopefully 

a bit smarter, referring to the personality of the brand. 

 

  Personal observations 

 

All of the personal observations were made in October 2014 at “I love me” exhibition 

in Helsinki to validate the data collected at the semi-structured interview. Personal 

observations were made about the space, environment, product assortment and 

personnel. The following segments are based on notes written after visiting the ex-

hibition. These observations further validate the results of the interview and media 

articles presented after this. 

 

6.2.1 Exhibition stand  

 

The exhibition stand is a good place for personal observation, as the whole space 

is built around the concept and follows the elements found in the brand identity. As 

the fair itself is full of other cosmetics and lifestyle brands, building a stand that 

stands out is important. Unlike many surrounding brands, Mia Höytö Cosmetics’ 

stand was white, the only exception being the picture below the logo banner, and 

the entrepreneur herself that brought a touch of colour to the exhibition stand. The 

stand was situated in the middle of other stalls, but had space around it for visitors 

to walk by. The location was considered to be good and was easy to access from 

all sides. 

 

The company logo was visible at the top of a product shelf, and it stood tall a bit 

above other surrounding exhibition elements, so that the logo could be seen from 

far away. The logo itself is simple with a white background. The logo and picture 

were at the top of a white product shelf that showcased all the products currently 

available from the brand. 

 

The banner picture showcased at the stand is actually a picture of a bridge with 

lovelocks and Mia Höytö products attached to it. This common habit of attaching 
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locks to bridges symbolizes love and commitment. In a sense, the picture of product 

bottles attached to the bridge together with locks can be seen symbolizing commit-

ment of the brand to its causes and really loving what they do. 

 

In overall, the stand gave an impression of well-thought colour-scheme that fitted 

perfectly to the visual identity of the brand. The stand gave an impression of high 

quality and premium products, where the organic nature of the products was not 

highlighted in contrary to many other organic brands at the exhibition. Keeping all 

the shelves and carpet white creates a calm and harmonious background where the 

products itself fit right in. 

 

The size of the stand was rather small, common to many small companies present 

at the fair. Though Mia Höytö Cosmetics’ space was small, it had an inviting feeling 

to go and see the products closer. The exhibition itself is crowded with people, and 

this might make it difficult for all interested people to take a closer look. On the two 

occasions the stand was observed, both times there were some interested people.  

 

6.2.2 Exhibition environment 

 

The environment of the exhibition stand is rather appealing for the eye. The envi-

ronment reflected well the intended brand identity, both the space and products be-

ing simple, yet elegant and looking high-class. Everything being white, except the 

banner picture of the logo, the stand was visually balanced. The calm environment 

allows the products to catch the attention, without the background being too “noisy”. 

The products were also laid on the shelf and table to be touched and tested. The 

products were unpacked, some of the gift bags were also displayed at the shelf. The 

eco-certificate label was also visible, but was also simply framed with a white back-

ground so that the certificate was not highlighted excessively. 

 

The lighting of the space was calm, though the overall lighting of the whole exhibition 

venue creates some challenges in creating the desired lighting for the stand. How-

ever, the artificial lighting at the shelf brought the necessary light for the products. 

The warm artificial light created a more homely feeling in the small space. 
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The overall impression of the environment was calm and high-class. The stand was 

clean and was not packed with too many products. With everything else being al-

most completely white, the banner picture with colours brought the needed touch of 

personality. 

 

6.2.3 Product assortment 

 

All the products currently available from the brand were present at the stand. There 

were both normal sized products, as well as travel sized products available. Bringing 

travel-size to the selection can indicate that the brand is trying to tell that organic 

cosmetics are also for women who travel and still want to pamper themselves on 

travels. On both occasions of making observations, both the shelf and table were 

neatly stacked with products creating a flawless image. The product design is rather 

muted and simple, which makes the bottles visually appealing without highlighting 

the organic background too much. The display and products both give the image of 

high quality and bring out the brand identity in a desired form. 

 

However, the variety of products is not very large at the moment. All products cur-

rently focus on facial skin care. The brand name itself does still leave room for prod-

uct extensions and business growth in the future. All the products currently hold a 

similar design with a coherent brand identity. 

 

6.2.4 Personnel 

 

At the two times when the stand was observed, there were only one member of the 

personnel present and that was the entrepreneur herself. As she is the sole face of 

the products in all brand communications, it was quite fitting that she was present 

at the exhibition and was telling about the products herself.  

 

From the perspective of the entrepreneur showcasing the brand identity, the entre-

preneur Mia looked stylish and well-groomed, and wore an orange jacket which 

made her pop out of the display. The greeting was very friendly with a smile, and 
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made people feel welcomed at the display. The entrepreneur herself seemed alert 

and happy to answer any possible questions. The entrepreneur did embody the 

brand identity by being easy to approach, stylish, and individualistic at the same 

time. 

 

  Entrepreneur’s personality attributes 

 

To discover similarities between the brand identity and the entrepreneur’s identity, 

there was a need to discover attributes that would describe the person behind the 

brand identity. Together with attributes that were picked from the transcribed inter-

view data, these attributes serve as an impression of the entrepreneur’s personality. 

 

Table 7 below summarizes all personality attributes used to analyse the personality 

of the entrepreneur and the last column the associations that can be linked to the 

personality attributes. These results are compared to the identity elements of the 

brand in Chapter 7, conclusions. 

 

Table 7: Entrepreneur’s personality attributes and associations 

 
ENTREPRENEUR'S ASSOCIATIONS 

    

Website, magazines Personality test 
Personality  
attributes 

Associations 

Young Happy Calm Natural 
Stylish, Classic Full Of Ideas Creative Quality 
Natural Versatile Effective Expertise 
Finnish Lively Fun Finland 
Feminine Optimistic Professional A Friend 
Healthy Funny Intuitive   
Inventor Positive     
Urban lifestyle Excited     
Love for environment Visionary     
Emphatic Adventurer     
Warm, Happy Fast     
Determined Inventive     
Strive for perfection Inspiring     
Confident Fast     
Easy to approach Striving to go forward     
Conscious Spontaneous     
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6.3.1 Personality test 

 

At the interview, the entrepreneur was asked to do a personality test found from 

www.namaste.fi to bring some insight of the person behind the brand. 

 

As the result of the test, the entrepreneur received type “excited planner”. At its best, 

this personality type is happy, full of ideas, and versatile. This personality type is 

best motivated by planning and pleasant options. Other personality attributes at-

tached to the type are lively, excited, visionary, optimistic, adventurer, funny, posi-

tive, fast, inspiring, inventive, striving to go forward, spontaneous, multitalented, im-

patient, confident, and looking for freedom (ibid). 

 

According to the test, excited planners enjoy new ideas, people, and adventures. 

They are naturally optimistic and try to find the positive perspective in things. It is 

typical for this personality type to be inventive and follow their own vision in fulfilling 

their own dreams and enjoying life. In addition, this type strives to make life inter-

esting and are good in creating positive energy around them. It is typical for them to 

be interested in many things and be good in combining these interests into some-

thing new and interesting. (ibid.) 

 

6.3.2 Personality attributes 

 

In order to be able to analyse the linkage between the brand identity associations 

and entrepreneur’s identity even further, the entrepreneur was asked to select six 

personality attributes that would best describe herself as a person. The attribute 

table that included 118 attributes is in Appendix 3. The entrepreneur chose attributes 

Calm, Creative, Effective, Fun, Professional, and Intuitive.  

 

These personality attributes together with the personality test results are combined 

and then compared to company’s brand identity in results of this theses. These no-

tions are further supported by analysis of the information found at the company web-

site and two magazine articles analysed next. 
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  Mia Höytö Cosmetics company website 

 

The company website was analysed using the same coding method as the interview 

and the two media articles. The website itself is one example of the visual identity 

part of the brand. The main page is simple and with imagery of Scandinavian winter 

with pictures of snow and ice and so uses associations of country of origin. All cur-

rent products are already seen at the main page fitting the harmonious white tone 

of the website design. Examples of analysed text pages are in Appendix 5. 

 

“Love for Finland and its pure environment inspired us to use organic ingredients 

from the Finnish nature. All the products are designed and manufactured in Finland 

to guarantee the best possible quality.” 

 

The website presents the products clearly, offering more information on the products 

and explaining ingredients used in each product. The products are photographed 

against a background of a few pink flowers in the background which bring the asso-

ciation of nature to display. 

 

The company lists its values on a separate tab where all of the key values –quality, 

organic, purity, being against animal testing and customers- are explained more 

thoroughly. 

 

“Organic means quality to us. We want to nourish ourselves with healthy organic 

food and give the skin the treatment it needs in certified organic form. Therefore we 

make these products. Creating this organic certified skincare line requires a lot of 

co-operation with the best Finnish professionals. As a recognition of our hard work 

we were given the Ecocert certificate to prove our passion for organic and environ-

mentally friendly operation.” 

 

One tab also describes the company background more thoroughly and explains the 

origins of the brand, discussed already in case description, section 5.4. The section 

uses the same type of brand identity communications as their other channels and 

uses similar wording using terms such as lovely, luxurious, quality, and passion. The 
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‘About us’ section also highlights the attributes of Finland and pure nature. The cer-

tificate is also discussed here in written form providing credibility to the text pre-

sented above. This section is different from other section as it is the only page with 

the picture of the entrepreneur (see Appendix 4). In the picture entrepreneur looks 

fresh, happy and natural, and colour theme fits into the visual identity. On the web-

site this is the only section that identifies the entrepreneur behind the brand and 

gives a face and personality for brand identity. 

 

At the end of each section a brief company background is displayed together with 

the logo of the company as well as the Ecocert certificate. Also this paragraph high-

lights the same attributes used in other sections, like “Organic means quality to us.” 

and “We love what we do and we know that You will find the passion in our prod-

ucts!” bringing the company vision to the foreground. 

 

  Media articles 

 

To gain more insight of the brand identity of the company, two articles published in 

Finnish magazines were also analysed using the brand association coding. As the 

interviews also had images of the entrepreneur, notions of these images were also 

used in validating the entrepreneur’s personality attributes gained from the person-

ality test and Microsoft Reaction Method card attributes. 

 

6.5.1 Article 1 

 

The first article to be analysed can be found from Appendix 6. The article entitled in 

Finnish “Mia Höytö Cosmetics tähtää Aasiaan”, published at Vitonen.fi in October 

2013, describes the same story of how the entrepreneur herself decided to create a 

new organic cosmetics line that fitted to her preferences and believed it would be a 

smart business idea. The first two paragraphs highlight the same attributes found 

from the interview; determination, luxurious, organic, and natural.  

 

The article then moves on to describe the key ingredients used in the products and 

why they were chosen. Also the ingredients origin from Nordics is mentioned. In this 
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section the importance of the Ecocert certificate is also highlighted and stressed that 

it is also an important message for the consumers solidifying the quality of the prod-

ucts as organic. This speaks for the building a trustworthy relationship with the cus-

tomers and adding credibility. 

 

The article also briefly discusses the visual side of the brand. The visual identity is 

described as to communicate purity, luxury, and style, which are all attributes that 

can be found from all of the brand’s communication about its identity. Also the 

names of the products are described to appeal to imagination, and thus create brand 

associations. The article also mentions that the products have received good feed-

back of their effectiveness and nurturing qualities. 

 

The article has two photographs; one with the brand’s product and one with the 

entrepreneur holding the products. In the last picture, the entrepreneur is photo-

graph against a brick wall, bringing an urban feeling to the photograph. In the pho-

tograph the entrepreneur is pictured as smiling widely, looking happy, natural, and 

stylish at the same time. This photograph also highlights the entrepreneur as the 

face of the brand and again gives her face and personality to the identity. 

 

6.5.2 Article 2 

 

The second article analysed to gain secondary data for the empirical part was an 

online article titled “Keksijä: Mia Höytö loi oman luonnonkosmetiikkasarjan”, in Ap-

pendix 7, published in Kauneus ja Terveys –magazine in November 2014. 

 

Similar to Article 1, this article also describes first how the entrepreneur decided to 

create brand because she wanted products more suitable to her needs and values 

and highlights the entrepreneurial aspect and business idea behind the brand. The 

article mentions that the entrepreneur has also used her own friends to test the 

products. This is a good example of the relationship the brand wants to build with 

its customers, as their opinions are also taken into consideration when designing 

the product category. 
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The entrepreneur also briefly describes her entrepreneurial aspirations in the article, 

stating that she has also learned perseverance since becoming an entrepreneur. 

She mentions that she would prefer if ideas would go fast forward but has learned 

to deal with delays. This description fits well also with the attributes discovered with 

the personality test of being fast, visionary, and sometimes short-sighted. The en-

trepreneur’s positive attitude can be seen in the paragraph where she describes 

overcoming an obstacle and being happier with the final result, even though the 

initial reaction was negative. 

 

The article also briefly mentions functional benefits of the products being ‘nurturing, 

protective, and renewing the skin effectively’. The origins of the ingredients is also 

mentioned to be from Finland and other Nordic countries. 

 

This article also has a photograph of the entrepreneur herself. In the photograph the 

entrepreneur is seen sitting happily by a luminous window with a dog in the front of 

the photograph. Again, this photograph is an image of a stylish and modern entre-

preneur that fits perfectly into the Scandinavian association with her Finnish looks. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The following chapter will summarize the findings of the empirical research with the 

help of the research questions established in Chapter 1. As the objective of this 

thesis was to gain insight and increase knowledge of what is the influence of entre-

preneur’s personality on brand associations when building a brand identity of an 

ecological oriented SME, the sub-questions are discussed first, followed by the final 

conclusions on the main research question. The conclusions are followed by dis-

cussion on the theoretical and managerial implications, research limitations, and 

suggestions for further research. 

 

What are the building blocks of a brand identity? 

 

Brand identity is formed according to different elements that drive intended brand 

associations that further build the desired positioning of the brand. Based on the 

literature review, brand identity seems to consist of the brand’s logo, name, prod-

ucts, symbols, price, country-of-origin, usage imagery, and the entrepreneur as a 

personification of the brand, that all create associations. What comes to the case 

company’s identity, products and the ingredients were mostly mentioned in the in-

terview and the analysed data, as naturally they play an important role for a cosmet-

ics brand. The certificate as a symbol for quality is also an important brand identity 

element, both when considering advertisement and supporting other product-related 

claims.  

 

When compared to the general building blocks of brand identity in section 2.1.6, Mia 

Höytö Cosmetics seems to highlight the entrepreneur as one main source of brand 

identity, as also noted in Table 4 previously. The entrepreneur plays an important 

role as she is the sole spokesperson for the brand and is used to build favourable 

associations as well. On the whole, one could make the conclusion that Mia Höytö 

Cosmetics has a clear strategy of building a positive brand identity, which highlights 

many aspects that people often appreciate in an ecological oriented cosmetics 

brand, such as environmental concerns and quality of the products. As it was dis-

covered in the interview, the entrepreneur was building the brand identity on her 
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own values as well, given that brand identity is more based on strategic issues. 

Compared with the personality attributes of the entrepreneur, it can be said that the 

congruence of the brand identity of Mia Höytö Cosmetics with the entrepreneur’s 

personality dictates the used brand identity associations only to certain extent. For 

the brand identity of Mia Höytö Cosmetics, the connection is most visible in brand 

personality and values of the brand, which are more reflected on the products and 

the origin of the brand. 

 

What brand associations eco-brands highlight? 

 

The research on this sub-question began with identifying the basic brand identity 

building blocks of Mia Höytö Cosmetics brand, which supports the idea of it having 

a distinctive ecological oriented brand identity. Associations were then identified on 

the basis of the frequency of mentions about the brand identity elements in the in-

terview, as well as in the secondary data. Associations were formed on the basis 

what was the underlying meaning of each used identity element. Whereas it was 

discovered that most of the associations are product-related associations in terms 

of quality being the most important one, eco-brands also highlight the aspect of na-

ture and the organic origins of the product ingredients which can be classified as 

green attributes. As for the entrepreneur used as an association, it cannot be argued 

that it would be typical for an eco-brand, but rather it is typical for a SME brand. 

 

Compared with the brand identity associations, eco-brands can most efficiently uti-

lize the associations of environment and quality within the cosmetics category. Ob-

servations at the company stand revealed a simple and high-end brand presentation 

in a relatively small space with quite narrow product assortment within the wide 

range of other brands present. As discovered from the interview, the brand mostly 

seeks to build associations through emphasizing the country-of-origin and product 

ingredients. In order to make the visual side of brand identity coherent, the products, 

the stand, and the website itself always have the same harmonious white appeal. 

Moreover, the associations are both established and created with a help of a certif-

icate which is used as a quality association, as well as to provide information and 
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assurance for consumers for the environmental claims in order to build positive at-

titudes towards the brand.  

 

One of the most efficient and unique source of associations of the whole brand iden-

tity is the entrepreneur herself, and her being a personification and a spokesperson 

for the brand. As for the country-of-origin, analysis showed that it is also an important 

element in creating associations, as it can effectively be used to build secondary 

associations as well. The brand also positions itself on efficiency and luxury. 

Whereas efficiency benefits are common for ecological brands, emphasizing luxury 

associations is not. The aspect of luxury and high quality are also well-selected and 

unique associations that set the brand apart from its competition. 

 

Besides associations that are based on attributes, the case company also has ben-

efits that are used to build the value proposition. The brand identity offers functional 

benefits in form of effective skincare, whereas the symbolic benefits are based on 

feeling good while caring for the environment. All of the benefits, as well as the 

attributes, contribute to essence of the brand “Fine certified organic skincare” which 

is also the value proposition of the brand and sums up the main green brand identity 

elements of the Mia Höytö Cosmetics brand. 

 

According to the analysis, Mia Höytö Cosmetics does not seem to suffer from any 

of the brand identity traps. By highlighting also symbolic and self-expressive benefits 

and delivering a warm feeling, the brand is able to avoid only highlighting the product 

attributes, though the functional benefits are a big part of the brand identity. 

 

Overall, it can be argued that Mia Höytö Cosmetics has been able to build its brand 

identity in a way that it highlights relevant brand associations that are also important 

from the consumer perspective, and the brand identity elements are coherent and 

strengthen one another all pointing to the same primary associations of luxury, qual-

ity, and the environment. As Figure 9 and the coding of the data revealed, the used 

brand identity elements create similar associations independent from another. How-

ever, the small size of the company can be considered as a limitation to build the 
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chosen associations, and the entrepreneur indeed needs to use creativity and eas-

ily-available associations, such as the country of origin and herself. As the brand 

identity is strongly linked to the entrepreneur, she has to be well-aware of her own 

presentation and indeed be a refined version of the brand. Nevertheless, the brand 

associations have been chosen according to the brand’s values and entrepreneur’s 

vision of a fine, certified organic cosmetics brand in mind. 

 

How a SME entrepreneur's own personality is reflected in the brand identity? 

 

As discussed above, the effect of the entrepreneur’s personality was obvious in the 

case of Mia Höytö Cosmetics brand identity. The personality attributes that the en-

trepreneur chose and was given from the personality test were able to match with 

the company values, and they also partly resonated with the values that the brand 

is trying to project in their brand identity. As for the ecological side of the brand, 

choosing to use Mia Höytö Cosmetics brand can be seen as ones deeply rooted 

personal values. In the case of the entrepreneur, this statement holds true as the 

brand is inherently based on her personal values. 

 

Deriving from Mia Höytö Cosmetics’ brand identity, the issue of entrepreneur’s per-

sonality seems to have a great effect on the brand identity associations the brand 

uses. Mia Höytö Cosmetics is essentially perceived as Finnish company, which is 

most likely a result of the brand’s name and strong associations to Finland. The 

entrepreneur being the spokesperson for the brand further strengthens this associ-

ation. Despite the fact that attributes used to describe the entrepreneur herself are 

of course human attributes, the entrepreneur seems to reflect the brand identity well. 

When comparing texts on company website and the personality attributes of the 

entrepreneur, it is easy to identify the entrepreneur behind the brand and build as-

sociations. In addition, when the entrepreneur echoes the same values of the brand 

it is easier to believe the brand identity. 

 

Thus, it can be stated that Mia Höytö Cosmetics is able to benefit from its strong 

associations to the entrepreneur, as spokesperson is seen as someone who pre-

sents similar values and the typical consumer. Moreover, the characteristics of the 
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entrepreneur and SME context have an important role in brand identity building, as 

they dictate the resources and the available strategies. As the brand aspires to grow, 

it is most likely that the core identity elements stay the same and the influence of 

the entrepreneur is visible from years on. 

 

What is the influence of entrepreneur’s personality on brand associations when 

building brand identity of an ecological oriented SME? 

 

Through extensive familiarization with the topic and analysis of the findings of the 

research, this thesis is able to find a linkage between entrepreneur’s personality and 

certain associations and attributes that are used in building an ecological oriented 

SME. As brand identity has been a relatively obscure concept relying mostly on a 

basic definition by Aaker (2002), a variety of scholars have shown interest to define 

the concept as well (Keller, 2008; de Chernatony, 1999; Burmann et al, 2009). In 

order to clarify the linkages between the brand associations and the brand identity, 

a figure of the sources of brand associations in the context of the case company is 

established within the ecological oriented SME. This picture is illustrated below in 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Sources of brand associations at Mia Höytö Cosmetics (adapted from 

Keller, 2008) 

 

At the centre of the brand identity is the brand’s logo, which is most important brand 

identity element that the entrepreneur is aiming the brand associations to be con-

nected with. Other identity elements are then grouped around the primary element 

each creating primary associations, such as the entrepreneur or country-of-origin. 

Without all of these elements it would be difficult to create a construct of the brand 

identity and further analyse what type of associations each of these identity ele-

ments create. 

 

The figure sums up all the brand identity building blocks that can be further divided 

into product attributes, benefits, and attitudes. Through implementation of the brand 
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identity, brand management is able to assess the identity as a whole, and under-

stand where associations originate from and how they are connected to one an-

other. Brand identity is thus build on specific blocks that all create certain associa-

tions, which the case company in question needs to be aware of in order to control 

them. 

 

According to the empirical study, that ecological oriented SME tend to build associ-

ations similar to their larger counter parts. Ecological oriented brands seem to high-

light the country-of-origin attribute extensively, as the origin country is able to add 

credibility to the quality association. Have the brand’s products been produced out-

side Finland, this association may not be so relevant. Another distinctive feature is 

the use of ingredients in creating associations of purity and quality. Ingredients are 

perhaps the most relevant part of an organic cosmetics brand and thus a natural 

source of associations. To ensure that quality claims are also credible, a certificate 

is used to convince the consumers and also to increase the positive attitude towards 

the brand. The exclusivity and quality associations are also strengthened by using 

selective distribution strategy. The environmental associations are also used, as it 

is very relevant for a brand that positions itself as organic. 

 

The linkage of entrepreneur’s personality and the brand associations in this case 

comes from the values of the entrepreneur. It can be thus argued that entrepreneur’s 

build brands that look like them and that the portrayed brand identity tells a lot about 

the entrepreneur. For them, their brand identities are also extensions of themselves, 

but in a marketable and in a refined way that can also be sold to similar target mar-

ket.  

 

The selected values that are transferred to the brand identity need to be strong. This 

notion echoes well with the idea of entrepreneur’s being visionary individuals with 

passion. In a case of an ecological oriented SME, these values naturally lean to-

wards environmental commitments. When the entrepreneur is strongly in favour of 

environmental issues, it is easy to transfer these values to the brand identity asso-

ciations. In the case company, many of the brand identity elements were selected 
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to strengthen the quality association as well as the environmental concern associa-

tion. They both are indeed important associations for an ecological oriented SME 

but also signal the values of the entrepreneur. It can be thus argued that entrepre-

neur’s personality significantly influences the brand associations when building a 

brand identity. 

 

As a conclusion, it can be stated that different identity building blocks and the asso-

ciations they create have an important role in brand identity building, especially the 

entrepreneur, though some of the identity elements and associations can be per-

ceived having more importance depending on the case at hand. The entrepreneur 

is important source of associations itself, as well as the overall manager making the 

decisions on brand identity elements. For this case study, the importance of entre-

preneur, quality, and environment can be perceived as being the most relevant 

source of associations and the entrepreneur herself indeed has a strong influence. 

 

  Theoretical implications 

 

As revealed by the literature review, the connection of entrepreneur’s personality to 

the chosen brand associations when building a brand identity was previously under-

studied. The findings of this thesis were able to deepen the understanding of brand 

associations of ecological oriented SMEs, and to provide information what are per-

haps typical associations used in green brand identities to contribute to the previous 

studies on brand associations. Moreover, the case study was able to identify the 

important linkage of entrepreneur’s personality and chosen brand identity associa-

tions, as suggested by Krake (2005), Gilmore et al (2001), and Spence and 

Essoussi (2010). By combining these factors, a linkage between the concepts of 

brand associations, brand identity, and the entrepreneur’s personality was estab-

lished for more efficient brand identity building and strengthening brand identity as-

sociations. 

 

As suggested by Aaker (2002) brand identity is based on associations which are 

created and then maintained to make them stronger. Keller (2008) further divided 

these associations as attributes, benefits, and attitudes. The findings of the research 
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indicated that all of the associations above can be indeed found when analysing a 

brand identity, although it can be said that the case data mostly gravitated towards 

attributes. But as Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez (2006a, 2006b, 2005) have ar-

gued in their study, ecological oriented brands aim also to build emotional benefits 

to strengthen the brand, a notion which has also been verified by Wong and Mer-

rilees (2005). This issue is also present at the case at hand, as the brand identity 

seeks to build emotional attachment and symbolic benefits through the entrepreneur 

as a personification of the brand as well as highlighting the organic ingredients 

through environmental associations and the pampering aspect of using the prod-

ucts. This notion is also in line with research made by Hartmann and Apaolaza-

Ibáñez (2006a) that green brands do seek to build self-expressive benefits and high-

light also the nature related consumption in their branding.  

 

Moreover, the importance of green brand associations and country-of-origin was 

emphasized in this case study, as the case company has sought a position as a 

high quality organic cosmetics brand on the market. This notion also confirms that 

like Krake (2005) suggested, quality is one of the most important associations that 

SMEs want to be associated with. Ecological oriented brands also build on benefits 

that using the brand helps the environment and contribute to environmental preser-

vation (Motoro-Rios et al, 2006), though it is not explicitly stated but suggested with 

a help of a certificate. 

 

In addition to bringing clarity to the linkage between brand associations, brand iden-

tity, and entrepreneur’s personality in terms of what brand associations are com-

monly used in ecological oriented SMEs, this thesis was able to contribute to the 

existing SME literature from a different, environmental context. The findings were 

able to confirm that the SME entrepreneurs do use their personalities and values in 

designing their brands and that they are presentations of their own values in a 

sense, which is only modified with the influence of strategic design based on what 

works among the chosen target market. At the same time, the personality of the 

entrepreneur and the brand identity of company are respectfully similar, and values 

behind both are consistent and shared with each other. As for a green brand seeking 

to position as high quality and high priced, the brand has an interesting and perhaps 
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a unique position in Finland. SME entrepreneurs do tend to use themselves as a 

personification of the brand identity (Iso-Berg, 2005), which is verified by this re-

search. Moreover, SMEs highlight similar associations as typical for green brands 

(Ottman et al, 2006) besides the entrepreneur being also a source of associations, 

as they are similarly aware of scarce resources and seeking to build the brand iden-

tity in an innovative and creative manner (Abimbola, 2001). 

 

  Managerial implications 

 

The normative contribution of this study revolves around brand identity associations 

in an ecological oriented SME and the effect of entrepreneur’s personality on those 

identity associations. Managers and other practitioners are able to further under-

stand the green SME context and re-evaluate the brand identity associations used 

to build their company brand identities. This particular case study is useful for SME 

companies operating the fast moving consumer goods market, which is character-

ized by a strong need in building relevant brand identities that strengthen the brand 

commitment. Moreover, this research can act as a guidance for ecological oriented 

SMEs in positioning and building stronger brand identity associations. 

 

By providing insights to the managerial side of brand identity building, this thesis 

provides support for managers implementing their own personal values and person-

ality to the brand identity in most suitable possible way for them and their brand. As 

the model of building primary and secondary associations based on brand identity 

building blocks is applicable in general, the brand identity elements can be manipu-

lated across industries as long as the associations they create are linked to one 

another simultaneously strengthening each other. If these associations are irrele-

vant for the brand and to each other, they do not build the desired brand identity and 

may lead to misconceptions. In that case, additional research and frameworking is 

needed to build a stronger brand identity with relevant and strong brand identity 

associations. 
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In addition, this thesis was able to gain interesting insights relating to green SME 

brands in Finland. This information can be useful for small, starting companies look-

ing for a relevant positioning strategy and selecting which brand identity elements 

to emphasize in their branding to create the desired associations, as well as plan-

ning their other branding activities. However, it is important to acknowledge that 

these findings can only be generalized to a certain extent within the context of Finn-

ish market and SMEs, as there can be differences as a result of contextual issues 

such as culture, when selecting relevant brand identity associations. 

 

  Research limitations  

 

The major limitations for the present thesis were both resources and time. With ad-

ditional cases from several entrepreneurs and their brands, the research could have 

been conducted combining other ecological oriented segments besides organic cos-

metics. Nonetheless, the chosen case company allowed one-to-one interviewing 

and gaining perhaps more insightful results because of a personal connection with 

the entrepreneur. 

 

The reliability of the research findings would increase in the case of data collected 

through observation if there would be more than one observer to conduct the obser-

vation (Yin, 2009, 111). However, there was only one observer both collecting and 

analysing the data. As case studies are more prone for bias, it is possible that the 

researcher’s personal beliefs and attitudes have affected the research process.  

 

Another notable limitation is the limitation to only on case company. A small sample 

size is however typical for a case study method and semi-structured interviews 

(Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 1991, 38). This does have an effect on the generalizability of the 

results, the method was original chosen to respond to the needs of the research and 

allowing collecting more in-depth data on the case. As the concepts under study are 

characterized by intangibility and are prone for subjective evaluations, it presented 

the challenge of having the informant to express her personality when selecting per-

sonality attributes due to their subjective nature. It is also worth noting, that without 
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relevant psychological training it is difficult to make an assessment of one’s person-

ality. With relevant training, the results may also be different. Also the interpretations 

of the brand associations are subjective, and a different researcher could have 

worded the main associations differently. 

 

Adding to the limitations, much of the current literature on brand identities has been 

written large multinational companies in mind with only little information available of 

brand identity building in SMEs. Nonetheless, an exploratory and inductive research 

enables to work around this issue and produce data on topics that are otherwise 

new or understudied. What comes to generalizability, research with the same eco-

logical oriented SME context and with different product category would have per-

haps brought up different associations. As ecological oriented brands are much de-

pendent on the cultural context as well in terms of what associations are appreci-

ated, it could have affected the results. 

 

As a data collection method, the interview and the skills needed in conducting it can 

affect the results as the researcher is making the data collection based on their own 

abilities. Semi-structured interview and making analysis relies heavily on the re-

searcher collecting for the relevant data, and the missing interviewing skills can pos-

sibly affect the collection process, as well as the results. However, a semi-structured 

interview allows a more flexible structure, in which questions can be asked in differ-

ent order and allows the informant to explain the answers more if needed, which in 

turn eliminates some of the limitations of this research.  

 

Despite the data reaching theoretical saturation, the results may be biased due to 

the fact that the SME entrepreneur is the creator of brand identity and thus manages 

all the activities, including the website and the interviews. As the case company was 

selected based on entrepreneur-led characteristics of the brand and the re-

searcher’s interest towards ecological oriented brands, there can be an issue of 

generalizability of the results due to lack of informants. 
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  Suggestions for further research 

 

A more conclusive quantitative study would be in order to analyse the mediating 

factor of entrepreneur’s personality to the chosen brand identity associations in the 

process of building a brand identity. Research is required to produce more 

knowledge on more measurable effects or psychological traits of a person that could 

further explain personality as a mediating factor to the underlying brand values and 

the variation among different brand identity associations. One way to examine this 

would be from the perspective of organizational identity building or personal brand-

ing. 

 

To increase the generalizability, having more cases from different product catego-

ries as is typical for quantitative studies would be efficient. Moreover, it would be 

important to include different industries in the research which would generate more 

valuable data on how much the personality affects in different settings and allow 

further generalization of results across SME companies. Despite the context of the 

present study being ecological oriented SMEs, similar research attempts can be 

replicated among different positioning strategies and markets in order to bring width 

to the topic in the future. 

 

The influence of entrepreneur’s personality affecting the chosen brand identity as-

sociations is not only limited to SME context, as the SMEs can grow into large com-

panies in time and thus still have the original brand identity. The current topic could 

also be studied and tested in brick-and-mortar stores and also on social media to 

see how the brand identity associations conveyed. In addition, in other industries, 

such as service or business-to-business, it would be interesting to study the brand 

identity associations and entrepreneur’s personality, as they have a different busi-

ness logic than a brand selling consumer goods. As brands vary from global to small 

local players, and having several sub-brands or only one main brand, their compar-

ison could provide interesting data on brand identity associations as well.    
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APPENDIX 1. 
Semi-structured interview questions 
 
YRITYKSEN LIIKEIDEA 

1. Miten Mia Höytö Cosmetics sai alkunsa? (mahdollinen liikeidean synty, mi-
ten brändi alkoi muotoutua) 

2. Kuvailetko omin sanoin yrityksen strategiaa ja missiota? Mikä on brändin vi-
sio? 

3. Mitkä ovat yrityksen ydinarvot? 
4. Minkälaista asemaa brändille lähdettiin hakemaan markkinoilta? 
5. Millaista yrityskulttuuria on lähdetty hakemaan? 

 
 
BRÄNDISTRATEGIA 

6. Mitkä ovat nykyisen brändistrategian lähtökohdat ja tavoitteet? Miten näihin 
päästään/on päästy? 

7. Millä perusteella alabrändit (eli eri tuotteet) muodostettiin? 
8. Millä tavoin alabrändit tukevat pääbrändiä?  
9. Miten brändin kehittämistä lähdettiin käytännössä toteuttamaan (brändin jal-

kauttaminen)? 
10. Toteutuiko ”jalkauttaminen” suunnitelmien mukaisesti? 
11. Mitä haasteita strategian käytännön toteuttaminen toi mukanaan? 
12. Onko strategiaan tehty muutoksia matkan varrella? Jos tehtiin, niin mitä? 
13. Onko brändin painopiste/strategia ollut sama alusta alkaen? 
14. Miten brändiä pyritään kehittämään yrityksessä? 
15. Ketkä osallistuvat brändin kehittämiseen? (otetaanko eri sidosryhmät miten 

huomioon) 
16. Miten tavoitebrändin ominaispiirteet ( =elementit) määriteltiin? Minkälaisen 

brändin halusit luoda? Mitä halusit korostaa? 
17. Kuinka vahvasti brändi määrittelee yrityksen toimintaa? 

 
 
BRÄNDIN IDENTITEETTI  

18. Mitkä tekijät ovat vaikuttaneet brändin identiteetin muodostukseen? Mistä 
elementeistä Mia Höytö Cosmeticsin brändi koostuu? 

19. Miten kuvailisit brändiä omin sanoin (brändin identiteetin määrittely)? Jos 
brändi olisi esimerkiksi ihminen, millainen hän olisi? 

20. Vastaako tämän hetkinen brändi-identiteetti tavoitteita? 
21. Miten tavoitellut ominaisuudet (mielikuvat) vaikuttavat esimerkiksi yrityksen 

markkinointiin? Miten brändin ominaisuuksia viestitään asiakkaille? 
 
 
BRÄNDI JA KULUTTAJAT 

22. Miten määrittelet brändin kohderyhmän? Millainen on tyypillinen kuluttaja? 
23. Millaisissa tilanteissa uskot asiakkaiden käyttävän tuotteita? Mitä he sillä 

hakevat? 
24. Minkälaisen suhteen brändi pyrkii muodostamaan kuluttajiin? (kaveri tms..) 
25. Millä perusteilla uskot asiakkaiden ostavan brändin tuotteita? Minkä tekijöi-

den uskot vaikuttavan ostopäätösprosessiin? 
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26. Minkä elementtien uskot olevan tärkeimpiä asiakkaille? 
27. Minkälaisia tunteita uskot elementtien herättävän asiakkaissa? 
28. Millaisia suhteita uskot asiakkaiden muodostavan brändiin? 
29. Uskotko, että brändin ominaisuudet ovat paikallisia/globaaleja? Miten maail-

malla on reagoitu valittuihin ominaisuuksiin? 
 
 

HYÖDYT 
30. Mitä etuja uskot tuotteilla olevan? (fyysisiä, emotionaalisia?) 
31. Mitä asiakas hyötyy ostaessaan brändin tuotteita? toiminnalliset, tunnepoh-

jaiset, persoonallisuutta korostavat 
 

VIHREÄT BRÄNDIT 
32. Mitkä piirteet ovat mielestäsi ominaisia vihreille brändeille? 
33. Mitkä ovat vihreän brändin kannalta keskeisiä tekijöitä (asiakkaiden ja tuot-

teiden varsinaisten tuottajien kannalta)? 
34. Onko mielessäsi vielä elementtejä jotka haluaisit liittää brändiin? 
35. Mitä haasteita tuotteiden ominaispiirteet tuovat brändäykseen? 

 
 
VERTAILU KILPAILIJOIHIN 

36. Kenet lasket kilpailijoiksesi? Miksi? 
37. Mitä samaa brändillä on kilpailijoiden kanssa? Mitä erilaista? (esim. mitkä 

on samoja ja mitkä ainutlaatuisia attribuutteja brändäyksessä) 
 
 
PK-KONTEKSTI 

38. Mitä haasteita yritys on kohdannut markkinoilla? 
39. Mikä on ollut vaikeinta tähän mennessä? 
40. Onko jotain haasteita, mitkä ovat mielestäsi tyypillisiä pk-yrityksille? 
41. (Miten pk-yritykset mielestäsi toteuttavat brändäystä?) 
42. (Onko brändäys mielestäsi tärkeää pk-yrityksille?) 

 
 
TULEVAISUUS 

43. Missä näet yrityksen olevan viiden vuoden kuluttua? 
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APPENDIX 2. 
Sample of interview transcript 
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APPENDIX 3. 
Microsoft Product Reaction Card 
 

The complete set of 118 Product Reaction Cards 

Accessible Creative Fast Meaningful  Slow 

Advanced Customizable Flexible Motivating  Sophisticated 

Annoying Cutting edge Fragile Not Secure Stable 

Appealing Dated Fresh Not Valuable Sterile 

Approachable Desirable Friendly Novel Stimulating 

Attractive Difficult Frustrating Old Straight Forward 

Boring Disconnected Fun Optimistic Stressful 

Business-like Disruptive Gets in the way Ordinary Time-consuming 

Busy Distracting Hard to Use Organized Time-Saving  

Calm Dull  Helpful Overbearing Too Technical 

Clean Easy to use       High quality Overwhelming  Trustworthy 

Clear Effective Impersonal Patronizing Unapproachable 

Collaborative Efficient Impressive Personal Unattractive 

Comfortable  Effortless Incomprehensible Poor quality  Uncontrollable 

Compatible    Empowering Inconsistent  Powerful Unconventional 

Compelling Energetic Ineffective Predictable Understandable 

Complex Engaging      Innovative Professional  Undesirable 

Comprehensive Entertaining Inspiring Relevant Unpredictable 

Confident Enthusiastic Integrated Reliable Unrefined 

Confusing Essential  Intimidating Responsive Usable 

Connected Exceptional Intuitive Rigid Useful 

Consistent Exciting Inviting Satisfying  Valuable 

Controllable    Expected Irrelevant Secure  

Convenient Familiar Low Maintenance    Simplistic  

 
 
 
Source: http://www.microsoft.com/usability/UEPostings/ProductReaction-

Cards.doc 
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APPENDIX 4. 
Company information 
 

About Us 

Our story started in summer 2011 in Helsinki, Finland. Passion towards life’s little 
details gave the start for this company. We want to give You the finest skin care 
range, which means using pure ingredients from the nature. When we do some-
thing we do it in such a petite manner that only the very best is approved. 

In life there are many important and lovely things You can enjoy. From our per-
spective taking care of Your skin is one of the small moments of Your day when 
you can only concentrate on Yourself and feeling good. This little luxurious beauty 
time is all You need for taking care of Your skin. 

Love for Finland and its pure environment inspired us to use organic ingredients 
from the Finnish nature. All the products are designed and manufactured in Fin-
land to guarantee the best possible quality. 

Organic means quality to us. We want to nourish ourselves with healthy organic 
food and give the skin the treatment it needs in certified organic form. Therefore 
we make these products. Creating this organic certified skin care line requires a lot 
of co-operation with the best Finnish professionals. As a recognition of our hard 
work we were given the Ecocert certificate to prove our passion for organic and 
environmentally friendly operation. 

We love what we do and we know that You will find the passion in our products! 

 
 

 

Source: www.miahoyto.com 

  

http://www.miahoyto.com/
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APPENDIX 5. 
Company information, about products and quality 
 

PRODUCTS (www.miahoyto.com) 

Love for Finland and its pure environment inspired us to use organic Sea Buck 
Thorn Seed Oil as well as organic Blackcurant Seed Oil from the Finnish nature. 
All the products are designed and manufactured in Finland to guarantee the best 
possible quality. 
 
Organic means quality to us. We want to nourish ourselves with healthy organic 
food and give the skin the treatment it needs in certified organic form. Therefore 
we make these products. Creating this organic certified skin care line requires a lot 
of co-operation with the best Finnish professionals. As a recognition of our hard 
work we were given the Ecocert certificate to prove our passion for organic and 
environmentally friendly operation. 
 
We love what we do and we know that You will find the passion in our products! 
 

Quality 

To manufacture this kind of fine skin care line requires using natural and organic 
ingredients. That is why we only use Ecocert approved natural and organic ingre-
dients to guarantee the best possible quality. By using natural and organic ingredi-
ents we can give Your skin the best natural treatment it needs to feel and look 
glowing and beautiful. By using Ecocert approved ingredients we can ensure that 
all the precious gifts from the Earth are in their purest form. And because we love 
every creature on our beautiful planet we are strongly against animal testing. 

Customer satisfaction is our leading vision. If there is anything You would like to 
tell us please contact us and express Your thoughts. Any thought from You is a 
piece of gold for us and we truly appreciate it. 

This skin care line is made for You. We love what we do and we know that You will 
find the passion in our products. 

 

Source: www.miahoyto.com 
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APPENDIX 6. 
Article 1: Keksijä: Mia Höytö loi oman luonnonkosmetiikkasarjan 

 

 
22.9.2014 
Iho & vartalo 

  

Keksijä: Mia Höytö loi oman luonnonkosmetiikkasarjan 

Mia Höytö ei löytänyt rutikuivalle iholleen sopivia tuotteita, joten hän ryhtyi valmis-
tamaan niitä itse.  

Mia Höytö 

● Ikä: 30 
● Asuinpaikka: Helsinki 
● Perhe: avomies, Ines-tytär ja kaksi koiraa 
● Keksintö: Mia Höytö Cosmetics -luonnonkosmetiikkasarja. Tehoaineet, kuten 
koivunmahla, kauran beetaglukaani, marjan siemenöljyt ja ruiskukka, tulevat pää-
asiassa Suomesta ja Pohjoismaista. Hinnat alkaen 19 e. miahoyto.com. 

1. Alku 

”Minulla on aina ollut vaikea iho. Se on todella kuiva ja rasittuu vuodenaikojen 
vaihtelusta. Halusin käyttää luonnonkosmetiikkaa, mutta en löytänyt sopivia tuot-
teita. Kymmenen vuotta sitten sain ensimmäisen idean omasta ihonhoitosarjas-
tani, jossa käytettäisiin Pohjolan raaka-aineita. Pikkuhiljaa etsin tietoa hoitavista 
kasveista ja öljyistä.” 

2. Keksintö 

http://www.kauneusjaterveys.fi/kauneus-tyyli/iho-vartalo
http://miahoyto.com/
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”Yli kolme vuotta sitten aloin tehdä ensimmäisiä tuotteita yhdessä alalla pitkään 
toimineen kemistin kanssa. Silloin en tiennyt, mitkä raaka-ainemäärät toimisivat ja 
miten kauan kehitystyössä menisi. 

Teimme pitkään töitä saadaksemme tuotteista täydellisiä. Esimerkiksi kasvovoi-
teessa olevan tyrnin siemenöljyn kanssa täytyi olla tarkkana, etteivät sen vahva 
väri ja haju päässeet hallitsemaan. Tuotekehitysvaiheessa testiryhmä testasi tuot-
teita. Erään mukana olleen ystäväni mielestä vartalovoiteen sheavoi tuoksui liikaa. 
Päätin vähentää sen määrää.” 

3. Kuka? 

”Olen aina ollut todella kiinnostunut kauneudesta ja ihonhoidosta. Nuorena opiske-
lin kampaajaksi ja sen jälkeen yhteiskuntatieteitä. Pääaineeni oli johtaminen. Yrit-
täjänä olen oppinut pitkäjänteisyyttä. Olisi kiva, että idean jälkeen kaikki etenisi no-
peasti, mutta ei se niin mene. Ensimmäisten tuotteiden kehitys kesti pari vuotta.” 

4. Mitä hyötyä? 

”Tuotteissani on antioksidantteja, jotka hoitavat, suojaavat ja uudistavat ihoa te-
hokkaasti. Ne sopivat erityisen hyvin kuivaihoisille.” 

5. Vaikein hetkeni 

”Usko oli koetuksella monesti. Piti hankkia raaka-aineet, luvat, yhteistyökumppanit, 
rahoitus ja sertifikaatit. Kun lanseerasin ensimmäiset tuotteet, paljastui, että 
osassa puhdistusgeelejä pumppupullo ei toiminut. Se oli hirveää. Pitkä työ tuntui 
valuvan hukkaan. Virhe muuttui hyväksi. Pakkaus vaihdettiin. Nyt se on paljon al-
kuperäistä kivempi.” 

 

Source: http://www.kauneusjaterveys.fi/kauneus-tyyli/iho-vartalo/keksija-mia-

hoyto-loi-oman-luonnonkosmetiikkasarjan 
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APPENDIX 7. 
Article 2: Mia Höytö Cosmetics tähtää Aasiaan 
 

Mia Höytö Cosmetics tähtää Aasiaan (16.10.2013) 

 

Luonnonmukainen kosmetiikkabrändi urbaanin helsinkiläisellä tvistillä? Yhden nai-
sen unelma luksustuotteesta? Kotimainen vastine latvialaiselle Madaralle? Mia 
Höytö Cosmetics lanseerattiin vuosi sitten ja sai aikaan kiinnostunutta pöhinää so-
siaalisessa mediassa.  Nyt vuoden toiminnan jälkeen sarja laajenee uusilla tuot-
teilla. 

Mia Höytö, 30, on päättäväinen nainen.  Idea omasta kosmetiikkasarjasta on Mian 
oma, monivuotinen haave ja toteutus pitkälle kuin yrittäjän omasta kynästä. Ajatus 
alkoi itää, kun kauneudenhoidosta kiinnostunut kasvissyöjä ei löytänyt itselleen so-
pivia kotimaisia hoitotuotteita. Ylellisiä, orgaanisia ja luonnonmukaisia. Joten toi-
meen oli ryhdyttävä itse.  Ja kun vielä avomies kannusti toimimaan unelmoimisen 
sijasta, oli suunta selvä. 

  

Perustana hoitava tyrni 

Ensimmäinen etappi  oli oikeiden raaka-aineiden määritteleminen ja siinä Mialla oli 
selvä visio. Esimerkiksi tyrni on ihonhoitoöljyjen aatelia, mutta haasteellinen käyt-
tää. Tyrnisiemenöljy kuitenkin valittiin tuotteiden vaikuttavaksi aineeksi. Muut 
raaka-aineet löytyivät pääasiassa pohjolan luonnon kasviuutteista sekä siemenöl-
jyistä. 

– Suurin haaste sarjan kehittämisen alkutaipaleella olikin alan kotimaisten tuoteke-
hittäjien löytäminen. Vaikka ammattikunta on Suomessa kapea, on meillä loistavia 
ammattilaisia, kunhan heidät vain löytää, Mia kertoo. 

– Alusta asti oli myös selvää, että tuotesarjan tulee olla sertifioitu, se on vahva 
viesti kuluttajille. Ecocert-sertifikaatti takaa käytettyjen raaka-aineiden luonnonmu-
kaisuuden sekä sen, ettei tuotteita ole testattu eläimillä. Testaamme tuotteemme 
vapaaehtoisilla ihmisillä. 

Kun itse tuote on kunnossa, voidaan keskittyä tuotteen ilmiasuun. Se on Mialle tär-
keää. Mia Höytö Cosmeticsin ulkoasu viestii puhtaudesta, ylellisyydestä ja tyylik-
kyydestä. Toteutuksen on tehnyt Mian veli Teemu Höytö, graafisen alan ammatti-
lainen, sisarensa antamien suuntaviivojen mukaisesti. 
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Sarjan tuotteilla on kuvaavat nimet. 

  

Tuotesarja aloitti vuosi sitten viidellä tuotteella. Sarjassa on kaksi kosteuttavaa hoi-
tovoidetta, silmänympärysvoide, puhdistusgeeli ja vartalovoide. Sarjan nimet hive-
levät mielikuvitusta: Unelma, Ihana, Valo, Kaunis ja Silkki. Tuotteet ovat saaneet 
hyvää palautetta ja niiden hoitavuutta on kiitetty. Nyt sarja on täydentymässä uu-
silla, vuoden vaihteessa julkistettavilla tuotteilla. 

Myynti tapahtuu jälleenmyyjien ja hoitoloiden kautta, onpa mukana myös yksi sak-
salainen verkkokauppa. 

  

Tavoitteet korkealla 

Kysyttäessä tavoitteista ja tulevaisuuden suuntaviivoista Mia kertoo, että Mia 
Höytö Cosmetics –sarja tähtää tulevaisuudessa Aasian luksustuotemarkkinoille. 
Aasiassa arvostetaan ihonhoitoa, ja pohjoismaisilla raaka-aineilla ja tuotteilla on 
siellä hyvä kaiku. Suomessa ollaan Mian mukaan vasta heräämässä siihen, miten 
tärkeää itsensä hoitaminen naiselle on. 

  

Mialla on nuoreksi yrittäjäksi monta tarinaa. Yksi on kampaajan koulutus ja kiin-
nostus kauneuden osa-alueisiin. Toinen on opiskelu Lapin yliopistossa ja panostus 
yhteiskuntatieteisiin. Kolmas Mia Höytö Cosmeticsin kehittäminen ja yrittäjän ura. 

http://vitonen.fi/hyvinvointi/mia-hoyto-cosmetics-tahtaa-aasiaan/attachment/silkki/
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Tällä hetkellä tärkein taitaa olla se neljäs eli äidin rooli ja perheen tarina: Mia 
Höytö sai elokuun lopulla tyttären, joka on pariskunnan ensimmäinen. 

 

Mia on itse sarjansa paras keulakuva. 

Mian viisi vinkkiä ihonhoitoon ovat tuttuakin tutumpia, mutta unohtuvat helposti. 
Tärkeintä on ihon puhdistus (1) ja kosteutus (2), hyvä yöuni (3) ja ravinto (4) sekä 
säännöllinen tehohoito (5). 

Teksti: Minna Pajamies 

Kuvat: Minna Pajamies ja Vuokko Salo (henkilökuva). 

 

Source: http://vitonen.fi/hyvinvointi/mia-hoyto-cosmetics-tahtaa-aasiaan/ 

http://vitonen.fi/hyvinvointi/mia-hoyto-cosmetics-tahtaa-aasiaan/attachment/mia_netti/

